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ABSTRACT 
Much of th e City of CJpe To wn ', (CoCT) ur ba n la r>dsca pe is cha ractc r i,ed by inforrTl" I ,ellle' Tl ents , J 
legMY left by th e apilrtheid regime, with many poor an d disadvantaged comm unitie; living in areas 
exposed to th e rec urrent risk of ri, ing floods. Ke current fl ood imp"ct" duri" g the winter rJ lnfall 
momh" and 1hpir cost, are di 'proportionally borne, t>oth by tho","t ri,k, and th e IOCJI govern,Tlent 
th.t are required to reppatf"dly rp'pond to t he m (Von Niekp rk, 2005; UN DP, 2(04), 
Th;, the,is exami""s the feas;bility of "pplying people-centred approacheo to fiood ear ly warn ing 
,y,tpm, iEWS ) in inlo rmal , pttiements in thp CoCT. It place , p" rti cu lar empha~is on t he experienceo 
of fl ood-.ffec1ed reside nt5 living in K050VO and Ma" phumele le i nlorma I ,pttlements, in the CoCT, A 
social science perspective is ad opted for this study, with the appl ication of a rd: communication 
fr"mework, 
Specifically the study sough t to investigdte th~ urban flood-risk cOll1ext of bo1h study site" and the 
risk covprn.nce app roach t o managing "nd com m unic"ti ng nood risk, In add ition, fa ct o rs i nfllienci ng 
Ilood wdming proce,,,,,, und t>eh"viou rul facto r, influencing response to flood-r isk and fl ood 
warninc, WNe exam i""d, 
The meti,odolol'Y u",d fo r dJtd collecti on dnd datu an"ly, is com p ri sed bot h qualitative and 
quantitotivp re,pa rch metho d •. A tota l of 6(1 hou,ehold, were interviewed u,i" g " ,emi ,truc\ured 
quP,tionnu ire, in two ~re - , p l f'(te d , ite" In add ition, one locu, ~ roup di;.cu»ion in eud, ,tudy site 
Wa' fdci litated, "nd . ey informunts ot th" (oCT were interv ipwed. Dpo;criptiw ,t"tistie, were uwd to 
ana ly,e qua ntitativp da ta, wh ich w'" com plemented by qual it . tive da ta tr"nscribed by the 
re,pa rc her 
The find in gs of lhil It udy S\J AA~Sl [i",t due to a number of ehJllenges r~ l ating to prevailing risk 
cornm uni eJtion proc~"eo in the CoCT, peopl<= centred fl ood EWS for info rmal seltl~rn"n lS may be 
comide red i'nposoible or impractical for informal sett le me ll1 residents affe cted by ri,ing fi oods 
Thp cha lle nGe, infl upncinc the succe" of flood CWS incl ude t he (oCT', preva il;ng ri,k covemancp 
approach and concept ua liXl tion 01 tlood-ri'k and fiood wa m;ncs, " well as oppo rt un i,tic bphaviou r, 
rpwu Ipd by informal resporldent', in re 'pon,e to ri,i nc floods 
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Research findings indicate that informal households value their assets and will make creative 
adjustments to protect them during a flood event. Therefore a flood EWS centred on these needs 
may be applicable, if all other challenges are overcome. 
The results underline a need for greater understanding of the level of flood-risk community 
members are prepared to pursue, retain or take, and what levels of loss stakeholders are prepared 
to accept. 
BRCS 
CoCT 
CPP 
CRA 
DiMP 
DOC 
DRM 
DRMC 
EWS 
IRGC 
ND 
NDMA 
NGO 
PCEWS 
SAWS 
TEAM 
ABBREVIATIONS 
Bangladesh government and Red Crescent Society 
City of Cape Town 
Cyclone Preparedness Programme 
Community Risk Assessment 
Disaster Mitigation for Sustainable Livelihoods Programme 
Disaster Operations Centre 
Disaster Risk Management 
Disaster Risk Management Centre 
Early Warning Systems 
International Risk Governance Council 
No Date 
National Disaster Management Act 
Non-Governmental Organisation 
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South African Weather Service 
Training, Education, Awareness and Marketing 
Research is not important because it finds that certain things are so, that the evidence supports 
commonly held views, but rather because it establishes that certain things are not so, are different 
from what is widely believed, and advances new ways of looking at problems. {Quarantelli, 1977}. 
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1.1 Identifying the Problem 
CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY 
The legacy left by apartheid in South Africa is prominent in the existence of severely impoverished 
and disadvantaged communities who are most at risk to hazards (Van Niekerk, 2005). Due to the 
continuous expansion of informal settlements in the CoCT, more and more people are in need of 
space for housing, forcing many people to live in dangerous and hazard prone locations. These 
factors are further exacerbated by the fact that the poor and marginalised communities living in 
these areas are likely to live in poor quality housing, and receive inadequate or no public services 
such as water, sanitation, health and drainage, garbage collection and health services (Abromovitz, 
2001; UNDP, 2004). These communities are subject to small recurrent hazards, where the costs of 
such impacts are disproportionally borne, both by those at risk, and the local government that are 
required to repeatedly respond to them (UNDP, 2004; Van Niekerk, 2005). 
Within the City of Cape Town (CoCT), rainfall during the winter months of May, June, July and August 
causes recurrent rising floods on an annual basis, particularly in informal settlements. Winter floods 
compromise public health and safety, cause damage to property, and impacts negatively on 
livelihoods (Bouchard et aI, 2007). 
In this context, the study examined the feasibility of applying people-centred approaches to the 
development of new flood early warnings in two of the CoCT's informal settlements. 
1.2 Research Aims and Objectives 
The study aimed to examine the feasibility of local people-centred flood EWS in informal settlements 
in the Co CT. It placed particular emphasis on the experiences of flood-affected residents in Kosovo 
and Masiphumelele informal settlements. Key issues addressed in the study include the flood-risk 
communication and management approaches and processes in Kosovo and Masiphumelele, as well 
as the factors that influence both formal flood early warning processes and behavioural responses to 
flood-risk and flood warnings. 
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Research findings sought to provide insights on the relationship between local flood EWS and urban 
flood-risk management in the CoCT. Specific attention was also focused on determining either the 
effectiveness of local flood EWS in reducing urban flood-risk, or in exacerbating flood and other risk 
factors. 
The specific objectives of the study were: 
• Investigate the urban flood-risk context within which informal settlement residents and local 
government officials reside and work respectively 
• Examine risk governance processes with regards to the institutional management and 
communication of flood-risk 
• Examine the factors influencing formal flood warning processes, namely risk assessment, 
design of risk communication mechanisms and flood warning messages 
• Examine the behavioural factors influencing response to flood-risk and flood warnings, 
namely flood-risk perceptions and attitude/behavioural response 
1.3 Ethical Considerations 
The following important ethical considerations guided this research: 
The researcher ensured the confidentiality and anonymity of CoCT Officials interviewed for this 
study. The data and information provided by various institutions was referenced in this study. 
While the researcher ensured the inclusiveness of respondents to the extent possible, the 
researcher could not entirely ensure the confidentiality and anonymity of household respondents, 
particularly in small groups and due to the use of a translator. Best efforts were made to 
communicate the importance of non-disclosure to the translator, which was diligently repeated to 
each individual interviewed for the purposes of this study. In addition, the researcher assured the 
anonymity of individuals providing information during group discussions, while trusting that the 
other members of the group would practice the same commitment. 
3 
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1.4 Limitations of the Study 
The following research limitations were identified: 
Uneven documentation of flood-related data and limited economic flood loss data constrained the 
compilation of flood records for CoCT informal settlements. As a result, official records relating to 
the impact of flood events in informal settlements was inconsistent and largely unreliable. 
The language barrier between the researcher and informal settlement respondents also constrained 
the reliability of responses. Although the researcher was able to speak IsiXhosa, aspects of the 
research were technical in nature, and were therefore difficult to translate and explain in IsiXhosa. 
However, this was overcome, to the extent possible, during focus group discussions with informal 
settlement participants who assisted the researcher in acquiring the correct terminology. These 
were then applied to the household questionnaire. 
In addition, study findings cannot be generalised as the sample size was too small to represent the 
populations of both Kosovo and Masiphumelele, as well as other informal settlement populations. 
1.5 Organisation of Thesis 
The research paper is organised into six chapters. 
The first chapter introduces the study by identifying the problem, and outlining the main aim and 
research objectives, as well as the ethical considerations and limitations ofthe study. 
Chapter two provides an in-depth review of relevant literature, exploring contributions of the social 
sciences to the understanding of human behaviour within the disaster research domain, particularly 
those relating to flood hazards. It also examines the social and implementing dimensions of EWS, 
focusing particularly on hydro-meteorological early warnings. This chapter also investigates risk 
governance and outlines the conceptual framework developed for this study. 
Chapter three describes the context for the study, providing a brief overview of the global and South 
African context of the development of Disaster Risk Management (DRM) and EWS. Background 
information is also provided of urban flood-risk, including the diverse categories of urban flooding, 
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and the flood-risk context of informal settlements in the Co CT. The chapter also introduces the two 
study sites, providing a description of each area. 
Chapter four describes the methodology used for the collection, analysis and consolidation of data 
for the study. 
Chapter five presents the research findings of the study relating to risk communication processes, 
the factors that influence formal flood warning processes and the behavioural factors influencing 
flood warning response. 
Chapter six provides a discussion of the risk communication research findings, giving emphasis to the 
prevailing risk governance model and the implications for flood-risk communication. The chapter 
also discusses the realised experience of rising floods in informal settlements, and the challenges of 
implementing flood EWS in these locations. 
1.6 Summary 
This chapter introduced the study problem and outlined the main aim and key objectives. In 
addition, the chapter highlighted important ethical considerations guiding the research project, as 
well as the limitations of the study. To conclude, the chapter provided the organisation for the 
research paper. 
5 
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2.1 Introduction 
CHAPTER TWO 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
In recent history societal vulnerability to hazards has increased substantially. This is largely due to 
changing demographic patterns, increasing number of people exposed to hazards, growth of urban 
sprawl, poor or unplanned developments and location of individuals and communities in high risk 
locations (Rodriguez and Diaz, 2004). According to the Millennium Development Goals (MDG) 
Review Project (Morgan, 2010) by the year 2050 six billion people will be living in towns and cities, 
moving the locus of global poverty into towns and cities, especially in informal settlements. The rate 
of urbanisation in Africa is amongst the fastest in the world (DAG, 2006). Urbanisation is increasingly 
taking the form of informality through expanding unauthorised and unserviced informal settlements, 
particularly as authorities in towns and cities struggle to meet the service delivery demands of 
growing urban populations (Ibid; Morgan, 2010). 
Vulnerability to hazards plays a role in determining and influencing risk contexts, response to risk, 
and losses as a result of hazard impacts (Parker et ai, 2009). The concept of vulnerability is focused 
on the characteristics of social systems that reduce or exacerbate the impact of a hazard, and not 
the nature of the hazard itself (Ibid; Oliver-Smith and Hoffman, 2002). Vulnerability conditions, such 
as socio-economic factors, therefore influence or limit the way in which people behave and respond 
to warning messages and their willingness to take precautionary measures (Parker, 2008). 
While vulnerability conditions have been incorporated into the broad domain of early warnings, the 
design of EWS largely relies on science, technology and hazard information. Efforts are therefore 
required to improve knowledge in the study of hazards, and their impact on society, in terms of risk 
perceptions, mitigation and preparedness, behaviour and response to an event (Rodriguez and Diaz, 
2004). 
This study therefore assumes a socially nuanced approach to early warnings. It emphasises a better 
and effective understanding of societal vulnerability, from an interdisciplinary and participatory 
perspective, where engineers and physical and social scientists work together in an effort to reduce 
risk in whatever context it exists (Ibid). 
6 
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2.2 Chapter Overview 
Due to the social orientation of this study this chapter explores contributions of the social sciences 
to the understanding of human behaviour within the disaster research domain. It begins by 
examining the disaster risk domain as a social science discourse, and how the social sciences have 
contributed to the better understanding of disasters, particularly those relating to flood hazards. 
The chapter continues with a focus on social dimensions of EWS, and how these assist in better 
understanding and defining human behaviour in response to flood early warnings. 
The implementation dimensions of EWS as integral components of risk management are also 
examined, focusing particularly on hydro-meteorological early warnings. The concept of official and 
unofficial warning systems is explored and a people-centred approach to early warnings is examined. 
This chapter also investigates risk governance as an implicit element underpinning people-centred 
early warning approaches, and concludes by outlining the conceptual framework developed for this 
study. 
2.3 Theoretical and conceptual shifts in paradigms of the disaster risk discourse 
Recent decades have experienced a paradigm shift in thinking around environmental hazards, with 
an emphasis on natural hazards gradually shifting to an emphasis on disasters, focusing largely on 
the social production of risk (Furedi, 2007). During the early stages in theoretical thinking, disasters 
were originally considered 'Acts of God', where disasters were seen as external inevitable events, 
often requiring structural solutions to protect humans from disasters (Ibid; Smith and Petley, 2007). 
This was followed by the belief that disasters were 'Acts of nature', bound to occur regardless of 
prevailing risk contexts, focusing on structural works as interventions for extremes of nature (Ibid). 
Important outcomes during this time were improved forecasting, early warning and evacuation 
procedures in disaster prone areas (Smith and Petley, 2007). Eventually, theoretical thinking and 
conceptualisation of disasters evolved to considering disasters as the result of 'Acts of men and 
women', where humans are responsible for the occurrence of disasters (Ibid; Furedi, 2007). 
The paradigm shift in how we view disasters is reflected in risk management approaches. These 
approaches embrace the notion that disasters occur at the interface of society and the environment, 
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and that disaster risk issues are less dependent on natural changes in the environment, but are 
largely socially constructed (Benjamin, 2008a ; Manyena, 2006; Oliver-Smith and Hoffman, 2002). 
Disaster risk is regarded as a transdisciplinary domain as it requires work across disciplines to 
generate knowledge that better understands and addresses contemporary complexities of context-
specific interactions between nature and society (Holloway, 2009; Horlick-Jones and Simes, 2004; 
Ramadier, 2004; Smith and Petley, 2007). Disaster risk research therefore requires methodologies 
that transcend pure disciplines for the generation, integration and exchange of information, drawing 
on methods from different disciplines to form a single approach to assess disaster risk (Horlick-Jones 
and Simes, 2004). Thus, contemporary approaches and methods of managing risk improve 
understanding of how disasters are perceived and experienced differently by individuals, thereby 
assisting in developing effective approaches to reduce varying degrees of risk and vulnerability at 
household levels (Oliver-Smith, 2002). 
2.4 Disaster Risk as a Social Science Discourse 
Disaster risk is a prominent topic among many of the sciences, including the natural, social, cultural 
and economic disciplines. Although each individual discipline fails to completely grasp the entire 
substance of risk, collectively, they all strengthen both the understanding and management of risk 
(Renn, 2008 in Benjamin, 2008b, Van der Waldt, 2009). 
Disciplines within the social sciences have contributed significantly to present-day understanding of 
disasters, in influencing approaches to risk management and discovering ways of making responses 
to risk management measures more effective. Risk professionals have debated whether or not risk is 
socially constructed or a real phenomenon. Many researchers argue risks and disasters as socially 
constructed occurrences, influenced by a society's social and cultural norms, values and concerns, 
and political and economic practices (Oliver-Smith and Hoffman, 2002; Renn, 2008; Rodriguez and 
Diaz, 2004). It is for this reason disaster risk and associated risk management measures are 
increasingly studied and understood within the social context in which they occur (Ibid). 
This section focuses primarily on the social science perspectives of disasters. How they have 
influenced the development of risk management measures, such as early warnings, and enhanced 
the understanding of behaviour in response to these measures. 
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2.4.1 Contributions of social studies to the understanding of disasters 
Sociologists involved in disaster studies were the first to highlight the fact that if individuals 
perceived a situation to be real, it is real as far as consequences are concerned (Quarantelli, 1994). 
In other words, the interest of sociologists lies as much in perceived threats as actual impacts of 
disasters (Ibid). According to Renn (2008), different cultures often have diverse mental 
representations of what they regard as risk, based on people's perceptions, what people observe in 
reality, and their experiences, independent of the magnitude and probability of harm. As a result, 
disasters are experienced in diverse ways by different groups and individuals, thereby generating 
multiple interpretations of an event (Oliver-Smith and Hoffman, 2002). 
Collective behaviour 
Sociologists first viewed disasters as the result of social problems or disorganisation, where the 
break-down of social order or deviant social behaviour sent society into crisis (Quarantelli, 1994). 
However, this notion was rejected by traditional sociologists in favour of understanding how the 
environment influences the form of social organisation (impact of disasters) and the creation of new 
(collective) behaviours that emerge as a result of crisis situations (Ibid; Benjamin, 2008b). 
Sociologists have therefore given much attention to the collective behaviours of disaster affected 
individuals and communities (Quarantelli, 1994). 
Comfort and Wukich's (2007) research on the collective recognition of risk, undertaken in Northern 
Sumatra with regards to earthquakes and tsunamis, shows that the degree to which an entire 
community can take informed, timely action in response to threats depends on the community's 
capacity for collective recognition of risk. However, in some contexts difficulties may be identified 
and realised when significant levels of heterogeneity exists within a community exposed to the same 
type of risk, due to differing degrees of knowledge, experience, resources and capacity for action 
(Ibid). 
Human behavioural patterns in times of crisis 
The literature on the sociology of disasters also focuses on human behaviour towards, and 
perceptions of risk in a disaster, and the unequal social consequences as a result of a disaster 
(Quarantelli, 1989). Thus, sociologists have given particular focus to documenting the emergence of 
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behaviours during and after crisis situations (Ibid). However, research has also been undertaken on 
pre-existing conditions and factors that determine or define peoples' perceptions and behaviours 
prior to a disaster event (Ibid). 
As early as 1977 Quarantelli in his explanation on panic, stated that when people are aware of 
imminent danger and are threatened personally by it, they will find safety and will generally exhibit 
adaptive behaviour. Irrational behaviour is therefore rare, and people will respond reasonably and 
intelligibly to potential threats and associated warnings (Quarantelli, 1977). This argues that 
individuals at risk will make rational decisions and act in a productive manner to ensure their own 
safety in the face of imminent disaster. Comfort and Wukich (2007) have subsequently expanded on 
this view by suggesting that people also have the tendency to employ 'defensive routines' based on 
beliefs and not on actual facts or information. These beliefs are often constructed from defined past 
experiences and social contexts, and generally characterise a community's approach to managing 
risk (Ibid). 
Perception of risk: According to research undertaken by Rodriguez and Diaz (2004) in the USA, if 
people perceive they are at risk of being affected by a severe weather event and the severity of the 
threat is great, then they would be expected to develop ways in which to reduce loss of life, injuries 
and damage to property. Those who do not perceive themselves at risk will take little or no action to 
reduce the impact of a disaster. Depending on conditions and circumstances and perceptions of risk, 
people mayor may not choose to believe they are in danger (Drabek 1986 & 2000 - in Parker, 2008). 
Consequently, people absorb impacts of extreme events with little or no premeditated action relying 
on creative adjustments to meet their short and long term needs (Kreps, 1984). Alternatively, formal 
plans and adjustments are made to distribute risk, modify impacts and prevent disastrous events 
from occurring (Ibid). 
According to Schmuck (2000), increased risk awareness over time may not necessarily incite formal 
and planned adjustments to reduce risk. In some instances people at risk hesitate to take 
precautions or evacuate out of an area, even if they recognise or are warned of a pending extreme 
event (Ibid). For example, people living on Chars in the Jamuna River in Bangladesh are frequently 
affected by floods, often rendering up to 300000 people homeless and landless annually (Ibid). 
Flood victims in this area are perceived externally as helpless, accepting of their fate, passive victims 
of nature and beyond human intervention. This is largely because Muslims in Bangladesh believe 
that flood hazards are acts of Allah (Ibid; Haque and Blair, 1992). This is demonstrated by people 
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living in high flood-risk areas, repeatedly applying moderate 'adjustment' strategies, rather than 
purposefully undertaking long-term measures to ensure prevention of flooding (Schmuck, 2000). 
Such views of passivity by flood-prone communities are however challenged in the literature by 
Abramovitz (2001), who believes that farmers living along these floodplains have long adapted their 
housing, landuse patterns and economic activities to these beneficial floods. This is further 
supported by Comfort and Wukich (2007), who state that communities develop a common 
knowledge base to recurring risk, which ultimately helps them collectively adapt and protect 
themselves from recurrent risk. 
In short, what counts as a risk to one person, may be an act of God to another, or even an 
opportunity for an individual or group of persons. Factors influencing people's perception of risk 
include past experiences, levels of stress, social groupings and circumstances, heuristics and existing 
biases (Parker, 2008). Diverse perceptions of risk may elicit varying responses by at-risk populations, 
including denial of risk, and opportunistic behaviour, especially where competing priorities exist 
among recipients of risk communication (Ibid). 
Evacuation behaviour: There is abundant research on human behaviour in the sub-process of flood 
warning responses referred to as 'evacuation behaviour' (Drabek, 2000). Behavioural research of 
evacuations in times of potential disaster is extensive as evacuation procedures are commonly used 
to mitigate negative effects of a variety of disasters (Fischer, 1998). Furthermore, research on 
evacuation behaviour is vital for better understanding circumstances under which people at risk are 
willing to evacuate (Ibid). 
Studies of evacuation behaviour have attempted to assess factors governing the behaviour of people 
towards evacuation procedures. Results indicate that a common reason preventing individuals and 
families from evacuating was concern over their possessions (Ibid). According to studies undertaken 
by Chowdhury et 01 (1993) and Haque and Blair (1992) of the 1991 Cyclone in Bangladesh, the 
majority of household respondents stayed at home even after receiving a warning, as they feared 
their homes would be burgled during evacuation. For these households to lose their possessions it 
would mean facing worse poverty, more hunger and perhaps death, and would therefore risk 
staying at home than risk becoming even poorer (Ibid). According to Aguirre's (1991) findings during 
Hurricane Gilbert in Cancun Mexico, where public services are lacking or poor and public safety and 
military control is absent, the fear of looting during crisis situations is further exacerbated. 
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Gender plays a large role in determining an individual's capability and willingness to evacuate. This 
was highlighted by Chowdhury et al (1993), as more women were found to have died than men in 
the Cyclone that impacted the coast of Bangladesh in 1991. Reasons for this included the fact that 
women were homebound, responsible for looking after children and valuables at home. In addition, 
they were restricted in their movements because of the nature of the clothing they were wearing 
(the saree), and women were physically less able to deal with the process of evacuation as they were 
generally less nourished (Ibid). Furthermore, in the 1991 Bangladesh cyclone, women found it 
difficult to evacuate to public shelters as they lacked adequate provision of purdah (the practice of 
concealing women from men) for women (Ibid). 
Other factors influencing willingness to evacuate include lower quality of building materials used for 
housing, which increases the probability of evacuation (Ibid). Additionally, research also shows that 
poorer people are less likely to evacuate than their wealthier neighbours, even though they are at 
greater risk to impact by a disaster (Ibid). Experiences in the use of shelters in the past are also 
influential in determining whether or not people will evacuate in times of crisis. Negative 
experiences, such as those found in a study of the 1991 Bangladesh Cyclone, include the lack of 
sanitary facilities and drinking water in shelters, overcrowding and lack of food (Ibid). 
2.5 Social Dimensions of Flood Early Warning Systems 
Parker's (2008) extensive research on flood EWS in England and parts of Europe, shows how 
approaches by researchers and practitioners vary considerably according to their different 
perspectives. Natural scientists, for instance, tend to focus on the technical domains of flood 
detection, forecasting and routing, as well as on new and improved communication technologies 
responsible for communicating warnings in the fastest possible way (Ibid). In contrast, Parker (2008) 
suggests that social scientists tend to use flood warnings as a means to observe, understand and 
define human behavioural response to flood warnings, identifying and monitoring factors that 
influence attitudes, perceptions, and experiences (Ibid). The combination of these disciplinary 
perspectives is useful for the effective design of warnings systems in an effort to improve behaviour 
in response to them over time (Ibid). 
Social research on disasters as early as 1977 (Quarantelli and Taylor, 1977) suggested a tendency to 
think of EWS as technical or mechanical in nature. For example, more scientific effort has been 
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placed on the technical development of flood detection and forecasting, and less on flood 
communication and response to warnings (Parker, 2008). Furthermore research on flood early 
warnings highlights the common mistake made by designers of early warnings, that passive 
individuals receive early warnings and respond directly and immediately to them (Parker and 
Handmer, 1998). 
The point often neglected by those designing and implementing early warnings is that early warnings 
are a means of communication, and their activation, use and purpose are determined by the 
behaviour and actions of people using them (Parker et aI, 2009; Quarantelli, 1977). This is further 
corroborated by Haque and Blair (1992) who suggest that a warning is not a sufficient condition to 
reduce risk, rather, it is the way people respond to a warning upon receiving it, and why they 
respond in the way they do, that is important. Therefore, understanding local knowledge, practices 
and other human characteristics is an important precondition for the successful development and 
dissemination of EWS (Abiodun and Kotelnikov, 2003; UN/ISDR, 2008; White et 01,2004). 
Research in disaster situations indicates that situational perceptions of risk and various contextual 
stimulants cause people to experience and respond to disaster situations in different ways (Parker, 
2008). A wide range of social dimensions of flood early warnings influence how and what decisions 
people make and the mechanisms they employ to facilitate or impede acceptable responses to 
disasters (Calvo, 2003). 
2.5.1 Flood warning receiver and message characteristics 
Warnings are never passively received. They are filtered, interpreted and evaluated, and responded 
too in various ways according to receiver characteristics, message characteristics and the context in 
which they occur (Drabek, 1999; Parker et 01,2009). Furthermore, Parker and Handmer (1998) argue 
that an important factor determining response to a warning received is the 'situation perception of 
risk' held by those at risk. This is suggested as an intervening factor between receiving and 
responding to warnings (Ibid). It refers to how people perceive and define risk they are exposed to 
and how they decide to respond towards it (Ibid; Quarantelli, 1977). Risk perceptions are defined by 
varying combinations of beliefs, cultural and ideological factors, experiences, people's imaginations 
and other social, economic, political and historical factors (Basher, 2006; Quarantelli, 1977; Segreda, 
2003). 
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According to Drabek (2000), disaster research pioneers such as Williams, Quarantelli and Mileti 
argue that flood warnings may be viewed as psychological functions and networks of social 
processes and structures, where considerable variation exists in what people hear and believe 
(Drabek, 2000; Quarantelli, 1977; UN/ISDR, 2004). Furthermore, response to warnings is based on 
what stimulates people to react, which is dependent on who they are, who they are with, and who 
and what they hear and see (Drabek, 2000). As a result, variations among populations may result in 
discrepancies in the response originally intended by a warning message, and the actual response 
that occurs (Quarantelli, 1977). According to Parker (2008), the acid test for warning systems is 
whether or not they lead people to undertake appropriate responses to warnings, which make them 
more secure, save lives and reduce damages caused by extreme events. 
Message Characteristics 
One of the main limitations of responses to early warnings is the message itself (Drabek, 2000). 
When messages are relevant, specific and attuned to the needs of those at risk they allow 
perceptions of risk to emerge that are more likely to activate adaptive behaviours towards imminent 
threats (Parker and Handmer, 1998; Qurantelli, 1977). For example, if the content of a warning 
message appears vague, people may search for alternative interpretations, and seize on the 
vagueness in the message in the hopes of neutralising the threat communicated by the message 
(Drabek, 1986 & 2000 - in Parker, 2008). To ensure correct response to warnings, people should be 
educated on the meaning of messages (Kelly, 2003). Furthermore, messages must be formulated 
using common terminology, even if not technically correct, and in a way that reflects perceptions of 
the problem (Ibid). 
According to the IFRCRS (2009), there are three main factors that maximise the probability that 
people will take timely and effective actions in response to warning messages. First is the source. 
Different people have different ideas about who is or is not credible, which may change over time. 
Second is content, which requires that information be clearly and accurately provided on exactly 
what people are expected to do, in what period of time, and who should take protective actions. 
Third is style, where the wording and speech of the warning influences public response. According to 
Kelly (2003), one must also ensure that assistance triggered by an early warning is actually needed 
and wanted by the potential victims. An understanding of perceptions, beliefs and needs of at risk 
populations therefore requires a close link between early warning structures and organisations and 
those they intend to warn (Ibid). 
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Receiver Characteristics 
Receiver characteristics are the characteristics of individuals that are critical in influencing the way 
people respond to early warnings. Factors include gender, language, age, ethnicity, credibility of 
authorities and socio-economic status, which are discussed below. 
Demographic characteristics: Age is reportedly an important influencing factor as younger people 
tend to react more readily and quickly compared to older people, who sometimes feel they have 
'seen it all' (Drabek, 2000; Parker et aI, 2009). Gender may influence responses as men in some areas 
are less likely to respond to warning messages because of 'macho' behaviour, and tend to have 
stronger contact with public life outside of the home setting, especially in areas where women are 
required to stay at home while men leave to work outside of the home (Bateman and Edwards, 
2002; Calvo, 2003; Drabek, 2000; Riad and Norris, 1998). Women tend to respond more adaptively 
to warnings as they generally live at greater exposure to risk and have a heightened perception of 
risk, particularly as they tend to be involved with activities related to health, education and other 
care issues (Ibid). 
Past flood hazard experiences: According to Parker et al (2009), factors influencing response to 
warnings include people's association with past hazards, such as experience and recency of 
experience of previous hazards and hazard warnings. Renn (2008) argues the link between risk as a 
mental concept and reality - and to some extent, one's perception of risk - is created through the 
experience of actual harm, whether it be loss of life or damage to property and the environment. 
This is further corroborated by Drabek (1986&2000 - in Parker, 2008) whose research shows that 
the likelihood of an individual undertaking any adaptive behaviour is considerably enhanced by 
incidents of past experiences. 
This can be elaborated using examples on how people respond to early warnings based on realised 
risk, and their experiences with certain types of flood events. For example, in parts of Bangladesh, 
where floods have disastrous impacts on populations, local authorities, organisations and people 
prone to cyclone and flood-risk have developed local cyclone EWS appropriate for people living in 
these areas, in order to save lives and minimise damages (Akhand, 2003; De Marchi, 2003). People in 
Bangladesh now respond more readily to cyclone warnings as they are aware of the dire 
consequences should they choose not to respond appropriately. On the other hand, in Mozambique, 
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flooding in the Buzi basin is generally a low and gradual inundation, with very little immediate threat 
to people's lives (Matsimbe, 2003). As a result, warnings issued by local authorities are often not 
taken seriously by local communities (Ibid). 
However, a study undertaken of the 1991 Bangladesh cyclone by Haque and Blair (1992) shows that 
many households did not respond to warnings issued by the government. This was reportedly 
because a cyclone of such a magnitude occurred in the area was as far back as 1960, and had not 
occurred again since, thereby making people believe that it would not happen again. Furthermore, 
because individuals had experienced so many false alarms in the past, as many cyclonic storms form 
over the Bay of Bengal, many individuals question the validity of warnings, and often do not respond 
to them (Ibid; Chowdhury et aI, 1993). 
Minority groups and poor communities: One of the main receiver characteristics extensively 
researched is that of minority groups and poor communities. Minorities have the tendency to take 
fewer actions to reduce their own risk, or adopt adaptive behaviour, as they have less trust in 
officials and law enforcers (Drabek, 1999; Drabek, 2000; Parker et aI, 2009; Rodriguez and Diaz, 
2004). Furthermore, minorities and groups with low socio-economic status may be socially isolated 
from formal systems, and therefore less likely to respond in a timely and adaptive manner to early 
warnings (Drabek, 1999; Drabek, 2000; Parker et aI, 2009). This is further exacerbated by minorities' 
perception that they are more at risk than their majority counterparts (Rodriguez and Diaz, 2004). 
Socio-economic factors influence how people behave and respond to early warnings. People with a 
lower socio-economic status often need to protect assets and maintain livelihoods in times of 
disaster, and often choose not to evacuate in order to protect their assets (Twigg, 2003). Tenure and 
land ownership, and quality and type of housing and building material influence people's response 
to early warnings, as those with no secure tenure or land ownership tend not to respond readily to 
warnings, while those with poor building materials tend to evacuate in response to early warnings 
(Cutter et 01,2003; Parker et 01,2009). 
Dependence on state weI/are: Research in Europe shows that a distorted welfare culture exists 
where people are compensated for damages incurred during a flood event (Parker, 2008; Parker et 
aI, 2009). As a result, concerns were raised that individuals exposed to flood-risk behave in a passive 
non-responsive manner in response to early warnings (Abramovitz, 2001; Parker, 2008; Parker et aI, 
2009). People believe they will be physically and financially rescued by authorities in times of 
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emergency, and therefore fail to take precautionary measures before a flood hazard occurs and 
upon receiving flood hazard warnings (Ibid). Furthermore, improved accuracy and dissemination of 
warnings may actually cultivate a false sense of security or safety, and this, with a combination of 
effective insurance plans, may encourage people to live in unsafe locations (Abramovitz, 2001). 
These factors may therefore lead people to take unnecessary risks (Ibid). 
Early warning in/ormation and knowledge: Inappropriate or ineffective response to flood warnings 
may be explained by the fact that at risk populations may not yet have learned the meaning of and 
how to respond to an early warning (Parker, 2008; Parker et aI, 2009; Twigg, 2003). There are certain 
components of flood-risk that people at-risk must understand in order to effectively respond to a 
flood warning, and any lack of information or comprehension of these components may result in 
inappropriate or ineffective responses to warnings (Parker et aI, 2009). These include perceiving and 
understanding the actual risk of flooding, the meaning of flood warnings of different types, how to 
access warnings and confirm them, and the most suitable and effective responses to flood warnings 
(Ibid). 
According to Parker et al (2009) principles of social psychology may be considered and applied to the 
development and implementation of early warnings in order to improve behaviour and response to 
them. These include, compelling people to question their environment and safety by creating 
uncertainty in the materials and approaches used to communicate and educate the public on flood 
information and warnings; ensure campaigns target specific audiences i.e. by age, gender and 
ethnicity; 'learn by doing', where populations at risk to flood events engage in flood-risk 
management activities and work on solutions themselves along with specialists; and finally, 
transparency in decision-making processes to enhance individual's trust in the flood warning process 
(Ibid). 
2.5.2 Early warning challenges for social science research 
According to Kreps (1984), disaster studies continue to highlight the need for more research on the 
forms of association within and between populations under threat and on formal warning systems 
for different types of hazard events. Fortunately, through persistent use and adoption of social 
science approaches, the number of variables found in disaster research studies that determine 
whether or not a population will consider early warnings, and take appropriate actions, can be 
better understood (Rodriguez and Diaz, 2004). These can provide important policy pointers for 
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improving the reliability of warning processes and in increasing the number of households that need 
to respond to warnings (Parker, 2008). 
Drabek (2000) however, urges more caution in generalising early warning research findings on how 
people behave towards and respond to warnings. Generic early warning solutions are persistently 
applied to diverse situations, without thoroughly investigating and documenting risk contexts in a 
planned or organised manner (Ibid; Segreda, 2003). Segreda (2004) also underlines the absence of a 
'how to guide' or global database that one may refer to in attempting to design and apply EWS to 
specific risk contexts. Similarly, Drabek (1999) argues that a classification scheme into which these 
study results should be aggregated systematically is still lacking. 
It is suggested, therefore, that guidelines accompany the development and implementation of EWS 
to validate whether or not certain processes are in fact appropriate to given contexts (Ibid). Drabek 
(1999) specifically calls for the development of a guidance system or database that allows for the 
aggregation of studies that share common sets of social criteria, which allow future researchers, 
organisations and other authorities to make decisions based on the specific range of their findings, 
to relate them to common taxonomic niches (Ibid). 
2.6 Early Warning Systems for Hydrometeorological Hazards: Implementation Dimensions 
2.6.1 Early Warning Systems 
EWS are considered an integral component of risk management, as all those involved in early 
warnings are in fact dealing with risk, ensuring the protection of lives and property from the 
probability of a threat (Sejbold, 2003; UN/ISDR, 2004; UN/ISDR, 2006). Management of risk and early 
warnings involves reducing threats to life, property and the environment, preventing malfunctions in 
important public and private facilities and infrastructure, and providing the time needed to move 
people and their personal items to a safe place (Kron et ai, 2003; Sejbold, 2003; United Nations, 
2006; UN/ISDR, 2004). EWS are therefore considered an important measure for reducing disaster 
losses, and playa critical role in providing information and promoting conditions for social learning 
to enable coping, adaptation and enhancing resilience (Kron et ai, 2003; UN/ISDR, 2004; Wang et ai, 
2003; White et ai, 2004). 
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EWS provide an opportunity for educating people about hazards, their causes and consequences 
(Zschau and Kuppers, 2003). In so doing, they provide authorities and opportunity to organise and 
conduct training on disaster preparedness with communities exposed to risk, as well as undertake 
development interventions to prevent vulnerabilities in the long term (Ibid). In order for these goals 
and functions to be reached and fulfilled, EWS cannot be created in isolation by a single agency, but 
require the involvement and close cooperation and coordination by a number of agencies, 
organisations and individuals from a range of areas of speciality (UN/ISDR, 2006; Zillman, 2003). 
The following section expands on the concept of EWS, reflecting on the development and diversity 
of hydro-meteorological early warnings, focusing particularly on EWS for flood hazards. The concept 
of unofficial warning systems is explored, and a people-centred early warning systems approach is 
investigated and empirical evidence drawn upon to provide examples of its success in certain flood 
hazard contexts. Finally, an implicit element that underpins people-centred approaches to early 
warnings, namely risk governance is discussed. 
2.6.2 Early Warning Systems and Hydro-meteorological hazards 
Hydrological and meteorological hazards vary in temporal and spatial scales, and include all 
phenomena of the atmosphere, ocean and inland waters that pose a threat to the safety of people 
and their property and possessions (Zillman, 2003). Therefore, early warnings differ according to the 
type of hazard and associated lead time available to carry them out (Ibid; Kron et aI, 2003). EWS for 
hydro-meteorological events are diverse, well functioning and technically successful, particularly for 
tropical cyclones, storm surges and floods (Kron et aI, 2003; Todini, 2003). Modern methods are 
employed for detection, observation, evaluation and communication of warnings, and provide a 
sound scientific and technical basis for warning populations at risk of potential threats (Kron et aI, 
2003). 
Hydrological and meteorological authorities often work together, as surface hydrological processes 
largely depend on the timing, intensity and distribution of precipitation and evaporation patterns 
(Zillman, 2003). Therefore, in many countries, the National Meteorological and Hydrological Services 
are responsible for collecting and observing national climate record, predicting behaviour of 
atmospheric and related processes, and providing information, forecasts, warnings and advisories to 
the general public and specific user groups (Ibid). 
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In South Africa, daily rainfall maps are developed within a few hours of a rainfall event, using 
satellite images, radar images and recorded rainfall data (Alexander, 2003). Flood warnings may be 
determined in three ways, first as a forecast based on meteorological data, which is more long term 
and is less accurate, second is a flood forecast based on antecedent precipitation, which is moderate 
and more accurate (Ibid). Thirdly, flood forecasts may be based on gauged upstream river flow, 
allowing shorter warning times, but greater accuracy (Ibid). Most national flood warnings are 
developed on major rivers as the lead time allows for vulnerable populations to receive warnings in 
time to react (Alexander, 2003; Kron et ai, 2003). As a result, much of the literature on, and 
empirical evidence found on flood warning systems is based on riverine flooding, with little focus on 
other types of flooding such as ponding, seepage and slow rising floods, most common in unplanned 
urban settlements. 
Mitigation of flood damage requires a combination of flood preparedness, operational flood 
management and reconstruction and review once the flood event has passed (Todini, 2003). Flood 
preparedness activities include investigating causes of flooding, developing contingency plans for 
potential flood disasters, identifying areas prone to flooding and developing flood-risk maps. 
Additional preparedness activities involve the construction of flood defences and implementation of 
forecasting and warning systems, landuse planning and management within the catchment area, 
and public communication and education on p tential flood-risk and associated response (Ibid). 
Operational flood management activities must ensure detection of possible flood events, forecasting 
of future flood event conditions, issuing of appropriate warnings to the public regarding severity and 
timing of a flood, and response by both the public and authorities (Ibid). 
Communicating flood-risk through early warnings 
According to Parker (2008), three types of flood warnings are recognised. The first is warning 
through personal observation of environmental signs and changes, often known as self-warning. 
Observations include rising river levels, dark and heavy cloud formations, heavy rainfall, and 
observing how others react. Second is warning through the observation by community members and 
their communication of warnings to others. This type of warning makes use of social networks. The 
third type of warning is of the formal or official kind, with a sound scientific basis, and disseminated 
by government officials or other recognised organisations to people exposed to risk. The 
effectiveness and success of these types of flood warnings depends on recipients' willingness and 
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readiness to take protective action, which varies widely from place to place and time to time, making 
it a difficult task for flood forecasters (Zillman, 2003). 
Formal/Official Early Warnings: A main source of information responsible for the majority of early 
warning communications to the public is the media. The media is most influential in how people 
perceive risk and how they respond to the risk information (Rodriguez and Diaz, 2004). Much 
technical advancement has been made in communication systems, particularly with regards to the 
internet and telephonic systems, providing much needed informational advantage to those who 
have access to them (Ibid). In particular, the internet has led to greater improved communications 
and greater capacity to communicate with the public (Twigg, 2004). 
However, legitimate concerns and questions have been raised about uneven access to the internet 
and other technologies, especially for minority and poor communities who lack the necessary 
resources to access these emerging systems (Ibid; Delica, 2003; Rodriguez and Diaz, 2004). 
Technological advancements may increase the digital divide and information gap between the 
'haves' and 'have nots', thereby emphasising inequalities that already exist (Rodriguez and Diaz, 
2004; Twigg, 2004). Therefore, according to Yodmani and Hollister (2001), effective application of 
communication technologies for risk management largely depends on the appropriateness for the 
social and economic context in which they are applied. 
A second issue is the advancement of science and technology in forecasting extreme events, and the 
increasing difficulty in communicating the meaning of such forecasts and warnings to the public who 
have to use them (Abiodun and Kotelnikov, 2003; Parker, 2008; Rodriguez and Diaz, 2004; Yodmani 
and Hollister, 2001). Research shows that representation of potential threats and timely 
transmission of warnings to the public often fails, resulting in little or no adaptive action by the 
public, even when scientific information about a potential threat is well documented among 
scientists (Comfort and Wukich, 2007; Sharma, 2003). According to Nigg (1995), this is caused by 
inappropriate scientific formulation of warning messages meant for the general public, as 
information is often technical and confusing to non-scientists, and contains no instructions on how 
the public or authorities should take adaptive actions to protect themselves. 
Unofficial Warning Systems: According to Parker and Handmer (1998), research on flood warning 
systems has largely focussed on official or formal warning systems designed by scientific and 
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government organisations to warn people at risk. However, in reality, those at risk often acquire 
information from less official sources, such as personal networks or personal observation (Ibid). 
Unofficial warning systems often develop among individuals and communities prone to frequently 
and naturally occurring hazards, especially where attributes of a disaster 'sub-culture' have 
developed (Ibid). Unofficial warnings are often designed by local communities with enhanced 
psychological preparedness for flood events, through need, trial and error, or emerge through pre-
existing networks. These warnings are often triggered and disseminated through the use of local 
informal information networks, as shown in figure 1, overleaf (Ibid; Parker et ai, 2009). In some 
cases, unofficial warning systems emerge due to a lack of instrumentation required for an official 
system, or when those at risk are not sufficiently satisfied with an existing official warning system 
(Parker et ai, 2009). 
According to research undertaken in flood prone areas, people at risk monitor environmental 
conditions to warn themselves of potential flood-risk, whether they receive an official warning or 
not (Parker et ai, 2009). This is often the case in areas with a healthy degree of flood awareness and 
experience, where a reasonable degree of lead time exists, and where a culture of self-protection 
and preparedness has developed over time (Ibid). According to Alexander (2003), most floods in 
South Africa are determined by antecedent precipitation indices caused by large area, long duration 
rainfall, culminating in severe rainfall events. In these flood contexts, communities are able to 
observe the extent and severity of rainfall and develop their own flood watch systems based on 
levels of rainfall. These indicators are used by communities to determine the likelihood of floods 
developing in their area (Ibid). In other research undertaken in Mozambique, communities living in 
the Boca and Munamicua basins use traditional knowledge to determine when and who are most at 
risk to flooding (Matsimbe, 2003). These rural communities are known to use traditional means to 
warn themselves through the interpretation of natural signs, such as the flight of birds, appearance 
of insects and the positions of the moon (Ibid). 
Disadvantages of unofficial warnings are that they are not always as credible as that of an official 
source, and those not part of an existing network may be excluded - both unintentionally and 
intentionally. Furthermore, warnings based on onsite observations are of a higher risk due to their 
tight time margins (Sharma, 2003). Consequently, people do not have enough time to save their 
property and possessions, and often tend to live on the edge during seasonal flood months, further 
exacerbating levels of anxiety (Ibid). 
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Figure 1: Unofficial Early Warning Systems (Parker et ai, 2009) 
Flood plain occupants make environmental observations of the weather, and depending on their location, river levels or 
tidal fluctuations along with other environmental cues. In addition, occupants may receive a weather forecast and or be 
informed by friends or neighbours of changing conditions. In turn, the occupant may inform others, who themselves 
inform others in the same situation. In response, the occupant takes preparatory actions, such as informing or seeking 
advice from local authorities, helping those who have limited capacity or capability, and moving to safer areas. 
Occupants may then take further actions to reduce flood damage before actually being flooded. 
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The needs and interests of and general context in which decision makers live need to be understood 
and included in the process of communicating risk. In particular is the need to meet the 
requirements of technical issues, social settings and the diverse set of stakeholders involved in the 
process. According to Corburn (2009), this involves a process of the co-production of knowledge, 
which contributes towards blurring of divisions, and greater interaction, between science and 
society and a more collective approach to communicating risk. 
2.6.3 People-Centred Early Warning Systems (PCEWS) 
A PCEWS approach has been developed and adopted by the international community, in response to 
increasing empirical evidence demonstrating enhanced and effective behavioural response to risk 
management measures, due to the application of participatory approaches and integration of risk 
knowledge (United Nations, 2006). PCEWS emphasise the crucial process of gathering and 
integrating risk knowledge in a participatory manner (IFRCRS, 2009). This includes both social and 
scientific dimensions, linking producers and consumers of warning information, for effective, 
practical and easily understood EWS, based on the needs and perceptions of those at risk (Ibid). 
The participatory interrogation and gathering of risk knowledge is vital for understanding complex 
interactions between nature and society (Galnaraghi, 2009; United Nations, 2006). The PCEWS 
approach, illustrated in figure 2, overleaf, comprises four key elements - knowledge of the risks 
faced; technical monitoring and warning service; dissemination of meaningful warnings to those at 
risk; preparedness to act and response capability (Ibid). 
Even though elements seem to follow a direct sequence, they in fact have direct linkages and 
interactions with each of the other elements (Basher, 2006). Failure of anyone of these elements 
will result in failure in the whole EWS (United Nations, 2006). According to the IFRCRS (2009), if 
governments make a commitment to support all four elements of PCEWS they will be better able to 
build appropriate policies and programmes to reduce risk, and enhance sustainable development by 
building safety and resilience. 
Through a PCEWS approach, early warnings can now become a priority at the local level, and 
become an essential measure for the promotion of a culture of prevention (IFRCRS, 2009; Jeggle, 
2003). The first step requires accumulating risk knowledge in databases through participatory risk 
assessments, mapping and monitoring. This ensures enhanced understanding of risk contexts, 
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Successful examples of PCEWS have been documented where riverine and coastal flooding due to 
cyclones has had disastrous impacts on populations living in these areas (De Marchi, 2003). For 
example, a disastrous flood caused by a cyclone in Bangladesh in 1970 reportedly killed 500000 
people (Ibid). As a result, the Bangladesh government and Red Crescent Society (BRCS) helped 
develop a Bangladesh Cyclone Preparedness Programme (CPP) through community participation in 
disaster preparedness (Ibid; Akhand, 2003). The goal of this programme is to work together with 
communities to improve coastal warnings and evacuation in flood prone areas (Ibid). 
Local response to warnings in Bangladesh is made possible through recruitment of volunteers. 
Volunteers are equipped with communication equipment (signal lights and flags, radio receiver, 
hand siren megaphones), and first aid kits, with the mandate to disseminate cyclone warning signals 
and assist in evacuation (Akhand, 2003; De Marchi, 2003). To ensure greater awareness, 
preparedness and knowledge of EWS, the CPP in partnership with the BRCS and other Non-
Governmental Organisations (NGO) have developed a Disaster Awareness Programme that targets 
local populations vulnerable to the impact of cyclones (Akhand, 2003). Disaster awareness raising is 
undertaken through a number of activities including the production of colourful banners, leaflets, 
the arrangement of rallies, essay competitions, evacuation demonstrations, short films and training 
(Ibid). 
In Dagupan City, Philippines, flood-prone communities have successfully combined indigenous 
knowledge with scientific knowledge to develop flood EWS (UN/ISDR, 2008). Flood-prone villages 
make use of a bamboo instrument, known as a Kanungkong, to relay warning messages to those 
living along river banks (Ibid). In the past, Kanungkongs were used to assemble village members for 
meetings, alert people or call children home (Ibid). In addition to the Kanungkong, flood markers 
have been set up and monitored in key locations in villages, for flood monitoring and as a basis for 
relaying messages (Ibid). An effective local flood warning system has consequently been developed, 
making use of warning codes that conform to international disaster warning colour codes, and an 
agreed upon rhythm and sound of the Kanungkong, corresponding with specific required actions, 
see figure 3, overleaf (Ibid). In so doing, communities and officials from Dagupan City have 
successfully ensured the co-production of knowledge through contributions from both indigenous 
knowledge and scientific inputs, which informed and enhanced all four elements of a PCEWS. This 
has ensured the uptake and ownership of an effective people-centred flood EWS among flood-prone 
communities in Dagupan City. 
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2.7 Risk Governance 
The selection of what is believed to be a risk and how it is managed, according to Renn {2008}, is 
guided by cultural values, institutional and financial resources, and by systematic reasoning. In order 
to gain maximum value of these guiding elements in identifying and managing risk, the structures, 
processes and principles of risk governance that ensure collective decision-making must be 
effectively employed {Ibid}. 
Risk governance is therefore an implicit element underpinning people-centred approaches to early 
warnings. To sustain and ensure holistic interaction of the four elements of PCEWS, effective risk 
governance is required to ensure strong political commitment and support, laws and regulations, 
durable institutional responsibility and capacities, and transparency and participation {Basher, 2006; 
UNjlSDR, ND}. This section discusses risk governance in relation to EWS, considering its principles, 
framework and various models. 
2.7.1 Risk governance definition and underlying principles 
According to Renn {2008}, governance describes structures and processes for collective decision-
making involving both governmental and non-governmental actors. Furthermore, risk governance 
may be viewed as the translation of the substance and core principles of governance into the 
context of risk and all decision making related to risk {Ibid}. De Marchi {2003} expands the definition 
further, maintaining that risk governance may be interpreted as a bridge combining the idea of 
'sound' science with democratic participation, where scientific inputs are supplemented by concerns 
and interests expressed by civil society. Risk governance therefore requires that legal, institutional, 
social and economic contexts are considered in which risk is evaluated, and involve all the actors 
who represent them {Renn, 2008}. 
Risk governance is achieved through the application of five principles of governance {Ibid}. First is 
downward accountability, where legitimate problems and priorities of at risk people are identified 
through their involvement, to reduce their vulnerability {Ibid; Twigg, 2004}. Second is participation 
of communities in policy making processes, ensuring their voices are heard, and drafted policies and 
services provided are socially accepted, making policies and projects more responsive to actual 
needs {De Marchi, 2003}. Predictability in risk governance requires a rule based system binding all 
officials and actors to stabilise expectations of stakeholders and their investment decisions {Ibid}. In 
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efficient early warning strategies may be implemented, relevant to the needs and interests of 
communities, and the capacities and capabilities ofthose implementing them {Ibid}. 
Paradigms of risk governance models 
According to Renn {2008}, two types of risk governance are differentiated, namely horizontal and 
vertical risk governance. Horizontal risk governance consists of all actors in decision-making 
processes located within a defined geographical or functional segment, such as local or provincial 
government {Ibid}. Vertical risk governance describes the links between these segments, such as 
actors descending from national to local government {Ibid}. The extent to which the vertical and 
horizontal elements of risk governance engage and intersect, is largely dependent on one of three 
risk governance models {Ibid}. 
Technocratic model of risk governance: The 'technocratic' model is where objective science directly 
informs policy-making, and scientists communicate directly with policy-makers about what they 
should do {Ibid}. According De Marchi {2003}, this model re resents how members of the public in 
the past were seen as passive subjects, whose interests and needs were taken care of by experts and 
public agencies alone, and where knowledge flowed one way, from the knowledgeable to the 
ignorant and unaware. This model also corresponds with the more traditional EWS approach, where 
warning systems are at times developed by scientists and experts, with limited engagement with the 
public. 
Decisionistic Model of Risk Governance: The 'decisionistic' model is considered more inclusive than 
the technocratic model, yet less inclusive than the transparent model of risk governance {Renn, 
2008}. It considers inputs other than science for policy-making, and other factors, such as socio-
political and economic objectives when addressing risk {Ibid}. More specifically, risk assessments 
largely include scientific considerations, while risk evaluation and management take into 
consideration technical, economic and social information {Ibid}. 
Transparent Model of Risk Governance: The 'transparent' risk governance model emphasises the 
interface between risk assessment and management {Ibid}. All relevant actors from the sciences, the 
political arena, the economic sector and representatives of civil society are called upon to playa role 
in assessing and managing risk {Ibid}. This model is more consistent, and proven to be successful 
with contemporary people-centred participatory early warning approaches. It encourages a two-way 
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communication flow of risk knowledge and information that enables authorities to implement risk 
management measures appropriate to various risk contexts, and raise awareness of risk related 
issues among people living in those contexts. 
For effective and inclusive risk governance, stakeholder participation and involvement is crucial. All 
stakeholders exposed to or whose interests lie in a prioritised risk have something to contribute to 
the process of risk governance. Their inclusion in the process should be viewed as a means of 
improving final decision-making, rather than impeding or compromising the decision-making process 
(IRGC, ND). In some cases though, working with communities is often seen as time and resource 
consuming and arduous, particularly when dealing with heterogeneous communities with diverse 
concerns, interests and perceptions of risk (Twigg, 2004). Additionally, stakeholder involvement is 
sometimes believed to be a 'messy' affair when communities are motivated by self interest and 
opportunity. This often causes deviations from and disruptions to issues at hand, causing frustrations 
resulting from endless and possibly fruitless discussions (De Marchi, 2003). 
2.8 Conceptual Framework 
2.8.1 Overview 
The following conceptual framework was developed to assist in interrogating risk governance 
processes related to the development and management of severe weather EWS and the level of 
integration of risk knowledge within these systems. For the purposes of this research it also guided 
the investigation of perceptions and response behaviour of both local risk communication recipients 
and local government officials, and the level, type and effectiveness of communication processes 
between local populations and those communicating risk. In so doing, the various elements of a 
PCEWS approach are included within the framework. This enabled the researcher to explore and 
examine the repute of these elements within a given risk governance context in the CoCT, to assess 
the feasibility of developing flood EWS employing a PCEWS approach. 
The section first broadly outlines risk communication procedures using an illustrative model. A brief 
critical assessment of the model is also provided and a framework for this study, adapted from the 
risk communication model, is presented and described. 
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2.8.2 Risk communication 
In an ideal world, good governance should facilitate processes whereby societies benefit from 
change while at the same time ensuring that negative consequences are minimised (IRGC, 2009). 
The same philosophy of risk governance should apply to early warning processes, where the 
effectiveness of early warnings is enhanced over time through solid political commitment, laws and 
regulations, durable institutional capacities, and interactive community engagement and 
participation (Basher, 2006; De Marchi, 2003; UNjlSDR, ND). 
A prerequisite for effective risk governance and early warnings is a mechanism for communicating 
risk information. This is because people at risk need to know about the hazards and risk they face, 
and how to easily mobilise and protect themselves, while those formally communicating risk require 
knowledge of risk perceptions, attitudinal or behavioural responses and the needs and priorities of 
those exposed to risk (Twigg, 2004; Yodmani and Hollister, 2001). 
An example of a risk communication model is illustrated in figure 5, overleaf. Communication of risk 
requires the completion of a comprehensive risk assessment and analysis of data by those 
responsible for planning, designing and disseminating risk communication (Parker, 2008; UNjlSDR, 
2004). Risk communicators then design types of risk communication based on risk data. Risk data 
includes profile of recipients, how they may be reached, how recipients will best understand risk 
information, when and how often the recipients are exposed to risk, and the desired behaviour 
change expected by those issuing warnings (Parker, 2008). The third step in the process involves 
communicating warning messages via various communication channels to the intended target 
audience (Ibid). 
The target audience consists of a diverse number of individuals and groups depending on their 
location, social cohesion and class, and other factors such as gender, age, culture, language, 
education and special needs (Nigg, 1995; Parker, 2008; Rodriguez and Diaz, 2004). They are the risk 
communication recipients who, upon hearing and receiving a warning message, will attempt to 
understand, internalise and believe the message, and confirm the message received with others 
(Blanchard-Boehm, 1998). Following the communication of risk, the target audience will respond 
and behave according to their perception of risk (Parker, 2008). 
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ea rly warn 'ngs (Parker, lOO8). From a cultLLral p"rsp pctivp, AgLL" rre et al (1991) point to thp n~ed for 
eit hpr a r.ommon shared risk [uitu rp, o r adaptd[ion oj warn ing .'Y.>1em.' to mLl lto, cLlltura l social 
r.onl e 'lS, for wamings to be pf!p Ltiw. Withi n th e ris k commLLnication procpss , it is rPfoenos pd that 
one ;., not able to manipu ldlP risk and so[,al fa[tors lO ensure correct adapt ive action; iNieg, 1995: 
Tw'gg, 7.0(4) However, dwa re n~» of such fa [tors al lows ,hosp di.,.""mmaling waming m~ ss ag~ s to 
ind udp info rmat ion"n wa rnin g messages to cOLmjpract potent ial and ~ . i sti n~ , 0ci ,, 1 ten denci~s, a nd 
ch a ng~ coLLnt~ rproductive attit udp., and practicp (Ib id ) 
l, ~.) Fra mewo rk fo r stLidy 
The main a im of th is study was to pxamine the fe.s;b ll 'ty of people ·centred flo od e"r ly warn in~s in 
inform"1 ,ett lements, by a"e55 in~ factors inflLiencin~ inform"1 warnin g processes a nd behaviou ra l 
tactors i nflLienc i n~ t lood respon5e, Thi5 W"S done from the perspect ive of both loc"1 ~overnment 
officials and informal sett lement dwellers, In addit ion, the risk ~overn"nce conte,t in which risk i5 
pe rc eived, rea li5ed "nd mana~ed with in the study "reas was examirled "nd det~rmined , This 
reqLli red that the study framework adapt the com munication process model illustrate d in figure 5. 
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Development of framework 
Parker's flood-risk communication model illustrated in figure 5 adheres to the typical flow of 
standard risk dissemination models, following a uni-directional communication chain from 'risk 
communicators' to 'risk recipients'. The one-way direction of information, indicated by arrows 
flowing from left to right in figure 5, implies a technocratic risk governance approach in the 
development and dissemination of risk communication. For example, flood warning managers are 
responsible for designing flood-risk communication mechanisms and producing content of flood 
warning messages without proviso for the integration of floodplain occupants' knowledge and 
perceptions. This is evident in the lack of arrows flowing from the risk communication recipients' 
quadrant to the risk communicators' quadrant. This is demonstrated even further with the arrow 
representing 'communication channels' flowing only one direction from risk communicators to risk 
communication recipients. One may therefore contend that this model be considered a 
dissemination model, rather than a communication model. 
This study considers both the biophysical and social experiences of flood-risk, for both informal 
settlement residents and local government officials, extending beyond the scope of 'typical' warning 
systems that are historically more meteorologically and technically-oriented. Since flood-risk and 
warnings are socially constructed and experienced, they are not amendable to conventional 
approaches to flood early warnings, using linear communication approaches. A strong dynamic social 
component to a flood early warning approach is therefore necessary to incorporate social dynamiCS, 
using an integrated perceptions approach, and focussing on the multi-directional process of 
communication. A multi-directional and integrated process of risk communication implies a holistic 
interaction of the four elements of PCEWS, supported by an effective transparent risk governance 
model. 
Given that an integrated, multi-directional communication process is required for the purposes of 
this study, the model in figure 5 was modified and adapted to better address the research question, 
resulting in the development of the conceptual framework illustrated in figure 6, overleaf. Although, 
a temporal chain of communication is still required, following a logical sequence of communication 
steps, this approach encourages the communication of alternative views of all stakeholders involved 
in the communication chain. This is illustrated with the use of vertical and horizontal apposing 
arrows. Transparent risk governance, required to ensure strong political commitment and support, 
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I ~w, and rcuu latiom. durab le inst itutional rpspo n" hi l,ty un d cuDacil ie, aM lra",pilrency ond 
D" rlicipution. re qu ired for e tf Pf(rve I'CEWS, is ill ustr"ted as .he li~ hl blue urI'" of tile framewor k in 
fiuur e 6. 
TRANSPARENT RISK GOVERNANCE 
loc.1 Government Officials 
Pe r", ,, ~bi lily between risk commu ,"cation stakeholders 
f'v1 " I l i·d irec tional co mmu rl ic~ t i o rl 
Fi gLJ r ~ 6, Conceplual fra rn ewo rk for the sludy 
rl escr iption Q.ttr~mewo rk 
Flood ear ly wa rrli n~, fo r informal settl~ments requ ire a two -w,y Comm LJrl ica lion proces" rn,tween 
IOf, 1 ~overnmprl l officia ls ami informal sett lemert dw~l l e" , A l lowa nc~ must b~ mad~ for \h~ 
communica lio rl of ris k irlformation, pe rceptions and bphav ioLJral p't1prns i:>f>lwperl fl ood-ri' k 
st' KeholdNS, as lh~ Derceptiom a rm actions of all "akpoo ldpr< infl LJences The d~s i K ri "rid 
imp l em~nt.aLion of ~a.ly warni rI~S a nd the behav io ur in resp ons~ to T h~m. Fo r t.his reason, the I" r~N 
' LJdi pnce, conv ~ rlliorl ally v i ew~d as the risk commJnica tio n r""ipients, now incl ud es all jiood-rilk 
stakeholders from bo t.h the loca l ~overnm~n t ,ph ~re. and Thosp Iivin K in commLJrlilies ex po,ed 10 
flood-risk. 
Thp format. of t. he framew ork therefore a llows for t he juxtapo , ition of fa ctors i nfluerlci rl ~ form al 
flood warnin~ process~s a rxl flood ri ,k percept io n, and be h,vioural r~,pons~ of info rma I sNl lemenl 
dwell~rs wit.h l ho s~ of Io ca I ~ove rrl me nt offici. I" The qu ad rant on the IpH of the fra mpwork diaKram 
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incorporates the more recognised elements of risk assessment, risk communication design and the 
flood warning message, of an early warning approach. These factors influence the formal flood 
warning process. The quadrant on the right of the framework includes factors influencing response 
to perceived and realised flood-risk. These include flood-risk perceptions and attitude/behavioural 
response. All four elements referred to above, within the framework adapted for the purposes of 
this research project, make up the key elements required for PCEWS. 
As noted earlier, the flood-risk communication process does follow a temporal chain of steps, from 
risk assessment to behaviour in response to a flood early warning. However, the framework used for 
this study provides for the integration of perceptions, and a multi-directional communication 
process between all flood-risk stakeholders (vertical opposing arrows), as well as between the two 
quadrants of the framework (horizontal opposing arrows). Knowledge is required of the behavioural 
factors influencing flood response, as this influences the risk assessment process, design of risk 
communication mechanisms and the content of flood warning messages. Furthermore, the manner 
in which risk is assessed, the type of risk communication mechanism used and the nature of the 
warning message influences the way stakeholders perceive and respond to flood-risk and warnings. 
As transparent risk governance is an implicit element underpinning people-centred approaches to 
EWS (light blue area in figure 6), ensuring multi-directional integrated communication processes, it 
was necessary to examine and determine the risk governance context in which risk is perceived, 
realised and managed within the study areas. 
The flood-risk warning framework assisted in identifying similar overlapping and different diverging 
factors influencing the flood warning process as well as behaviour in response to flood warnings, 
between different flood-risk stakeholder groups. For example, the framework ensured the 
identification of information suggesting shared or divided perceptions of flood-risk between official 
and informal flood-risk stakeholder groups. This assisted in determining the relevance of flood early 
warnings for residents of informal settlements. 
To conclude, the conceptual framework developed for and applied to this study allowed the 
researcher to interrogate findings from the research using prevailing early warning literature. In 
addition, it enabled the researcher to identify and explore convergences and divergences of the 
findings with prevailing literature, and the application of the framework to improve future flood-risk 
management practice and policy. 
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2.9 Summary 
Due to the social orientation of the study, the chapter explored literature pertaining to the 
contributions of the social sciences to the understanding of human behaviour within the disaster 
research domain. 
The theoretical and conceptual shift in thinking around environmental hazards to an emphasis on 
disasters, focusing on the social production of risk, was detailed, and the implications for risk 
management approaches reflected upon. 
Disaster risk as a social science discourse was examined, outlining the major the major contributions 
of social studies to the understanding of disasters. Contributions include theories on collective 
behaviour and factors influencing human behavioural patterns in times of crisis. In addition, the 
social dimensions of flood EWS was explored, focusing on the influence of receiver and message 
characteristics influencing behaviour in response to early warnings. 
The chapter continued by addressing literature on the implementing dimensions of EWS for 
hydrometeorological hazards, introducing the concept of EWS, and expanding on it in relation to 
hydro-meteorological hazards. The 'official' and 'unofficial' modes of communicating flood early 
warnings were described, and a PCEWS approach to flood early warning systems introduced and 
explored. 
Risk governance, an implicit element underpinning people-centred approaches to early warnings 
was examined. Key principles guiding the risk governance framework were outlined and diverse 
paradigms of risk governance models investigated. 
The chapter concluded by critically assessing Parker's risk communication model, and presenting a 
conceptual framework developed to assist interrogating risk governance and communication 
processes related to flood EWS. The framework was adapted from Parker's communication process 
model and drew on prevailing literature on flood early warnings and behaviour in response to flood 
warnings 
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3.1 Introduction 
CHAPTER THREE 
RESEARCH CONTEXT 
The informal urban flood-risk context for this study is informed by recent evolution in DRM thinking 
and by legal and policy frameworks for managing disaster risk, both globally and in South Africa. The 
chapter examines prevailing categories of urban flooding and provides a background of the flood-
risk context in informal settlements in the CoCT. The two study sites are introduced, namely Kosovo 
and Masiphumelele, and background information is provided on the development history and socio-
economic profile of each site. The chapter concludes by describing the CoCT's operational risk 
management and early warnings approaches. 
3.2 Overview of Global and National Progression of Thought in Approaches to Disaster 
Risk Management and Early Warning Systems 
Over the past few decades risk management approaches have evolved due to the emergence and 
development of a growing interest in socio-economic vulnerability, increased local participation, and 
the awareness of disaster reduction as an integral component of sustainable development (Van 
Niekerk, 2005). This has been marked by various proclamations, strategies and frameworks 
developed and implemented by the international community (Ibid). These include the proclamation 
by the United Nations General Assembly in 1987 of the years 1990 - 1999 as the International 
Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction (IDNDR) (UN, 1987) and the articulation of the Yokohama 
Strategy and Plan of Action for a Safer World in 1994 (Zillman, 2003). Following this was the 
successor of the IDNDR, the International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (ISDR) at the turn of the 
century (UNISDR, ND), and the adoption of the Hyogo Framework for Action (HFA) 2005-2015 by the 
United Nations General Assembly in 2005 (UNISDR, 2005). 
As approaches to managing risk have evolved over time, the evolution of EWS has ostensibly 
progressed at a slower rate. Proclamations and strategies continued to emphasise technical and 
scientific approaches to EWS. Essentially, neglecting requirements for better understanding the 
socio-economic vulnerability, social contexts and the participation of local communities in the 
development and dissemination of EWS. However, in 2005 the HFA highlighted the need to enhance 
early warnings in its second priority for action, 'Identify, assess and monitor disaster risks and 
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enhance early warning', inferring that action needs to be taken on the basis of risk knowledge 
(UNISDR, 2005). Importantly, the HFA requires that EWS are people-centred, timely and 
understandable to those at risk, taking into account demographic, gender, cultural and livelihood 
characteristics of target audiences, including guidance on how to act upon them. 
The progression of thought around the management of disaster risk in South Africa has largely 
paralleled that of global developments and implementation of disaster risk frameworks. Shifts in 
thinking around the safety of civil society began with the promulgation of the Civil Defence Act 39 of 
1966. This was then replaced by the Civil Protection Act 67 of 1977, and finally the National Disaster 
Management Act (NDMA) 57 of 2002 on the 15th of January 2003 (Van Niekerk, 2005). These 
changes foreground the importance of developmental risk management and call for greater 
participatory involvement of at-risk communities and all other relevant stakeholders. This national 
progression of thought and legislative change of approaches to managing disaster risk is summarised 
in appendix 1. 
3.3 Urban Flood-risk 
3.3.1 Introduction 
For the purpose of this study, flooding is defined and interpreted from a social constructionist 
perspective, based on people's experiences and perceptions of floods. This is contrary to a physical 
science approach to flooding, concerned with the physical nature of floods (Benjamin, 2008c). 
3.3.2 Categories of urban flooding 
According to Benjamin (2008c) and Douglas et al (2008), urban development plays an important role 
in shaping and exacerbating urban floods by increasing the spatial area of artificial surfaces, and 
practicing poor land use, waste and water management. As a result, even moderate levels of rainfall 
produce high flows of water in urban areas (Douglas et aI, 2008). Douglas et al (2008) suggest four 
different types of floods affecting urban human settlements, while Benjamin (2008c), deviates from 
the conventional hydrological model of viewing floods, and includes a further four types of floods, 
listed in table 1, overleaf. 
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Tahle 1, A summary ul UTbiln llood ty pe, 
, al { 
local ised flooJ in~ "' " r~,ult 01 (ommon in unp lanned sett lement" JU "-;;:;;;-;-;;;-;;;~;-C~'~'~W;;;;'-;;W~'"';";~ 
! Small strea ms 
poor dra i na~ . managem ent . May le~d to pond ing Jn J overlilnd surface run -off 
Flooding occurs after heavy " iMa ll in are~ s wit h ''' ,,";;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;~ 
I ~ve l" particula rly if blocked by debriS 
Major rivers ! ~ive " flowi ng through urban a reas are ~ fleCled by land-u,e cha nge" re,u lting 
, in hi~11 flows and flood ing 
Co"'tal IIOOJ ',"-,--------II Ccc,-,','eC,'-e-'CtI;; ;-by - ri, in g "'il levds due to climate ch~nge , or storm , ur~e, 
~eniam i n (2008c) 
Flood ing from wet lands 
ass oc iated wi1h wa't~ 1 ,torm, 
Dwe llin g, bui lt on the edge a t or with in th e rerirn ete r of ,,,,,,,,,,,::::;,,1 
HooJed JUTin~ exce"ive or ~v~ n normal "inf~11 
~~~~f== 
r ood rrom 'torrnwaterchann~ l s Dwellings bu ilt on the Iringe, of stormwater channe ls , ~fte n fb od in g 
Le " kin~ 
rollowing lleavy r a inf ot l, e, pcc i" Ily where chan ne ls are blocked with debriS 
Flood ing wher~ groundw~tN upwe ll, throu~h Iloors of dwellings whe r~ 
I ~rou nJwote r to ble, are high, particu larly wile re so lid roun dations .re I, cki ng 
! Takes plJee -w ith in dwel ling' wher~ rooi<, wa ll. a~d doors a re ,~;" 
wnstructed 
1 
3.3.3 City of Cape Town informal se tt lement fbod-r isk 
I ntrodUClio~ 
Tir e cocr, flood -risk pro li Ie is i nlorm~d by a ra nge of fa cto rs, inc lud in~ phy,ic, I ,nd ,ocio-economic 
an d socia polit ic, I /'acto rs . Thi, sect ion provides a hrief physie ,1 arid ,0ci.1 profil e 01 (o(T informal 
settleme nt" indud i ng . spects 01 ho using and tenu re as we ll as >e rvice Jel iv e ry 
f'Jiy, ic.1 Profi le 
Tir e CoCT Ir" mild wet win1~", and wa rm dry summers, (haracte ri,tic of a Med it ~rranean cl imate 
(Bouchard et ai, 2007). (old front, from the South Atlantic br ing , tormy weat her, Iwavy ra ins and 
S1rong winds d uring t he winter rainfall months of May, Jun an J Ju ly (Kolloway and ~oomaney, 
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2008) . Cut off low, a rc also r~,pon'ib l c for very hcallY rainfall. r~<u l ting in sev~r'" flooo losses (Ibio). 
Th~ "verJg~ rainfall p"" annum for th", CoCT i< ~"4 millimetres. with an average of 172 millilTl elrel 
dUl ing the winter rainfa II month< ( F r~"'wat"". N LJ ) 
i\c[()rdillg to Gouchard et aI12oo7). the g~o~ra phi" I layout of the CoCT and il< 'urrou noing " real is 
on~ of the prima ry r",a<om for flood ing in info rma l selt1~m~nts. Th~ r~d cirde in ~g\lre 7 rlenote, 
t he location of th", Cape Flats (wh~r~ th~ m.Jjority of inform.J1 ~e!tl"'m en ts are foun d) with 
,ignificant ly lower elevat io ns, exp lai ning recurrel1l an d frequel1l flnnding e,~ri~n(~d durill!; lli" 
winter ra inla ll months I Goucha rd et al. 2007). 
Figur", 7: Lor.Jtion of Ihe Care rI,r,. City of C'ne T()wn (NIISII!JPI /NIMA, 2004) 
Informal wt!l~menr<; Ior' ted on Ihe Cane rlal\ in Ihe (oCT ,He prone to rec urrent ~nd frc'quen t 
flooding (Ho llo way ano Roomaney, mOB). This is oue In Th e ir IOC'li(ln in weIland , 0' low· ly i n ~ " ' e", 
with high water tah l ~s, whirh 1I'lia lty f lood fo llowing' ra infa ll evenl (1 lJ.itlJ . Ot lier info'n1"1 
,ettlement< are exposed to the threat of flood ing d u~ to thei r location n~ar or wIthin oetention 
ponds, wate r COur>es or <teep slope< (Ib io ). 
Most informal s~tt l em~nts in th~ CoCT do not hav", forma l c.Jtd ,ment systems. luch as SlorlTlWuter 
dra inage ,yst",m, (Iklucharo et 01. 2007). Th i< i< larg~ l y du~ to the e.<treme density of poplilutions 
und poor I.you! 01 <ettl~n""nts. which or~ unab le to f.cilit't~ the dr.inage of surface ano grou nd 
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waters (CoCT, 2009). Consequently, water accumulates in low lying areas and ground surfaces are 
persistently soggy (Ibid). 
Tables in appendix 2 catalogue the CoCT's flood record from 1996 to 2005, according to the number 
of individuals and structures reportedly affected by flooding. The records refer to informal 
settlements affected by flooding in the CoCT and the Cape Peninsula. Unfortunately these tables 
illustrate poor and inconsistent record keeping and are essentially unreliable. However, they do 
reflect the annual recurrence of flooding in informal settlements in the CoCT. 
Social Profile 
According to Small (2008), just fewer than 3.5 million people are estimated to live in the Co CT. Of 
the population living in the CoCT, a large percentage live in approximately 140 000 informal 
dwellings, in approximately 230 informal settlements (Armitage et ai, 2010). The unemployment 
rate in the CoCT in 2007 was 24.5%, a decrease of 4.7% since the 2001 South African census (Small, 
2008). In 2007, 94.4% of all households had access to electricity, 99% to piped water and 92.8% to a 
flush toilet (Ibid). With regards to refuse removal, just over 95% of households had their refuse 
removed by the local authority in 2007 (Ibid). 
Much progress has been made in the living conditions of people living in the CoCT, particularly as 
more people are living in formal dwellings (Ibid). However, this has not necessarily reduced the need 
of many more households living in informal settlements for formal dwellings (Ibid). Issues around 
housing and tenure, as well as service delivery, are therefore also key aspects in shaping the flood-
risk profile of informal settlements in the CoCT. 
According to Cross (2006), South Africa's demography of urbanisation is becoming a race for 
housing. However, the CoCT does not have the capacity or resources to meet the growing demand 
for housing (Ibid). Consequently, urbanisation is increasingly taking the form of informality, with 
tenure insecurity being a central characteristic of informal settlements, featuring unsanitary and 
hazardous living conditions, overcrowding and lack of basic services (Huchzermeyer et 01,2006; DAG, 
2006). 
In response to this however, the first Informal Settlement Upgrading Programme in South Africa was 
announced in 2005 with respect to the problem of growing informal settlements (DAG, 2006). 
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Unfortunately though, officials of the CoCT have faced challenges in interpreting and implementing 
the new informal settlement upgrading policy, particularly due to the lack of a suitable policy 
instrument and political opposition (DAG, 2006; Graham, 2006). As a result, the CoCT has generally 
undertaken ad hoc servicing initiatives, largely in response to frequent informal settlement fires and 
flooding (Graham, 2006). 
For a more detailed description of the key challenge posed by housing and tenure, and service 
delivery refer to appendix 3. 
3.4 Research Study Sites: Kosovo and Masiphumelele Informal Settlements 
3.4.1 Introduction 
This section profiles the two sites chosen for this study, namely Kosovo and Masiphumelele informal 
settlements, see figure 8. The location, development history and socio-economic profile for each 
settlement are described, and the flood-risk profile of both settlements is examined. 
3.4.2 Kosovo Informal Settlement 
Location and socio-economic profile 
Kosovo is located within the Philippi suburb, in ward 33 of the City of Cape Town. It covers an area of 
approximately 27 hectares of land on the low-lying Cape Flats (Armitage et aI, 2010). 
The majority of residents living in Kosovo speak IsiXhosa. It is a large densely populated settlement, 
with approximately 230 dwellings per hectare (Armitage et aI, 2010). According to Armitage et 01 
(2010), Kosovo has an estimated population of 15625, living in 6250 informal dwellings, with a 
lower than average dwelling occupancy of approximately average of 2.13 persons per household. 
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Figu re 8: Location of Kosovo and Masiphurnelel e informa l ,ett leme nt' in the City of Cape Town 
Many of Kosov()" r~,idcnts o rigin a lly (orne from O1nN n e~ r by CoCT inrorn'JI ,ettlcment" with 
fewer migrant' ()J i fi"~t i "G from th~ Eoa't~rn Cape (rlIMP, 2009) Th~ ~~~ profile ()f Ko,ovo r~,idents 
is re lat ive Iy youn~ . with mJ jo rity of i nd ,v id u" ls hetwee n 21 and ~o yea r, of ~~e. The u "cmployme nt 
rat e is a ppr()x i r"~te l '/ 510/0 (Ibid l_ Tho,f' who ¥e em plo yed gener~ lly I1iJV£ 10\', 'k illed cl"d low pa id 
jobs {Ib id I. 
The land o n w hi ch Kosovo i, located was pnvatf' ly-own~d property covered with d'111e, ~nd w~t l .. nd 
unti 1 199~, ~nd w~s on ty home to" ff'w informa l re, ident', liv ing on it, we,te,n border (DiMP, 2[)()9). 
In 1'-l'-J4 the firs t plann~d la nd invasion occurred and thf' settlf'ment was named Kosovo, from th e 
war ill Kosovo featured in t he news at tha t time (Ibi d) . A second larger mass invasion occurred in 
Septemher 200J (Ib id ). As a result, the ,ettlement hecame vf'ry dense" popu lat~d, as illustrated in 
figure 9 Oil page 45. 
Thf' CoCT did not in itial ly prov id e service, to info rma l dwellings ill Kosovo as the land was pr ivate" 
oWIlf'd al1d fe ll outs ide of th eir ju ri ,d ictio n {Ihid I. As a resu lt, many reSidents du g their own lat rine" 
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and sought water and electricity from adjacent areas (Ibid). However, population growth in the area 
resulted in the rapid accumulation of liquid and solid waste, causing a public health crisis (Ibid). 
Consequently, the private land owners were forced to sell the land to the CoCT (Ibid). This ensured 
access for the CoCT to provide desperately needed water standpipes, container toilets and refuse 
skips to residents of Kosovo (Ibid). 
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3.4.3 Masiphumelele Informal Settlement 
Location 
Masiphumelele is located approximately 40km south of Cape Town, between Kommetjie, Capri 
Village and Noordhoek, in Ward 69. The settlement is bordered by Kommetjie Main Road to the 
South, and the Noordhoek Wetlands to the North, see figure 10 on page 48. For the purpose of this 
research, the focus of the study will be on the Masiphumelele Wetlands to the North of the 
settlement, as it was in this area that the household interviews took place. 
The majority of residents living in Masiphumelele speak IsiXhosa. Population and housing statistics 
for Masiphumelele are largely inconsistent, however according to the Masiphumelele Corporation 
and Trust (Masiphumelele Corporation and Trust, ND), various sources estimate the population of 
Masiphumelele between 20000 and 30000. According to the CoCT Disaster Risk Management 
Centre (DRMC) (2008), Masiphumelele has approximately 171 structures per hectare, in a 
settlement of 752 informal dwellings. However, considering the estimated number of people living 
there, this seems a gross underestimation. 
Masiphumelele is characterized by high unemployment which is considered to be between 70% and 
80% (LivingHope, ND). Those who are employed, work as casual labour, domestic workers or pursue 
livelihoods in the informal sector (Ibid). 
Development history 
In 1991/1992 near the end of apartheid, a group of individuals from Khayelitsha moved to where 
Masiphumelele is today, forming an informal settlement initially designed for 750 families (Ibid). This 
first settlement of inhabitants was quickly followed by an in-migration of thousands of people from 
the Eastern Cape seeking employment opportunities in the Western Cape. The community was 
initially called 'Site 5', but was soon named Masiphumelele, which means 'we will succeed' in 
IsiXhosa. 
During the first years of settlement in the early 1990's it was estimated that approximately 8000 
people were living in Masiphumelele. During these early years residents did not have access to 
important infrastructure, such as schools and a police station, and services, such as healthcare and . 
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waste disposal. Masiphumelele currently has a clinic, a primary school, one high school and basic 
services. 
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3.4.4 Flood-ri' k profi l ~ of Kosovo alld M"' iphume l ~ l e informal s~ tt l ~m ~ nts 
Th~ main flood-Typ~s occurring in Kosovo and Mas i phum~ l pl~ ar~ pooling ~nd overland runoff, 
larg~ly caLls~d by rai nfa ll end upw~ lli ng (PicTu r~ 1 and 2). Flooding is mostly dup to poor d rain ~ ~e 
coll ditions and a high wat~r tabl~ cloSl' t o th ~ ~rou"d su rfac~ (Arm ita g~ et ai, 2DW; DiMP, 2009) 
Pooling is IMg ~ly a r~su lt of $O il ,atu ra t ion du~ to a combination of upw~llin g wMer and hea\JY 
rain fal l Thi' is particular ly probipmatic in hous~hnlds th"t I"ck suitilb lp foundat iOns us ing only 
compact s~nd , ~ nd th~t hav~ sun k ~ n f loo r< (Ibid) Dv~rl~nd f low of water occurs due to the 
com binil Lion of \oi I sa lUriltion and e'ce.\.\ wilte r f lowing out of stormwille r d r~in.l ilnd ch~ n net\. 
P ictur~ 1: An ~xampl~ of pool in~ ill 
Ma>iphumeleie 
P ictur~ 2' Ov~ r l and fiow of w"T~ r d u rille 
d f lood event in Ko,ovo 2009 
The sub- \1 a nd~ rd level of housing contriblJl ~' to th~ susc~pt ibilily of residents 10 e'l reme we~lher 
and w\u ltant flo oding (City of Cill* Town, 2C()8). Many dwell ings .\uffer from l e ~ k s ~nd seepilge 
t hrou~h walls and ro ofs as" r~s ult of poor or l imit,," build ing m"t~rial" which fu rth~ r ~xa(~ rb al e 
flood condit iom im id ~ th ~ dw~ l l i ng 
Pictu re 3; Indi>erimir1ate dumpinrr ill all 
informal d raindrre (h"nll~1 in Md,iphumelele 
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lin important fa ctor (ontr i buti n~ t o f l ood i n~ i, in~deq u~te dr~in~ge ' y'tem" Thi' i, furth e r 
a~e rav"ted by ind i,criminate dumping of w~ste by inform,,1 re' id ents (PiClure 3) Acrordin R to 
community m~mber< in Ko<ovo, Ihi' i, due to th e 'irregulM collect ion of Wil<l e ilnd in"de qU "le 
provision of w.<le sk ips (DiMP, 2(09) 
rab le< I and 3 catil log ue Ihe fbod record, for Kmovo ilnd Ma"phu rTl e le le respective ly_ Flood 
record<, within the 10Sl ten ye¥s, were 'ourced from DRMC, flood reco rds ond incidenl logs ~ nd 
va rious newspa per ,micle> , Th ese record_ provide iln indiciltion of the rec urr ent nMure 01 floodin R 
in Ihe<e <en lemenl< yeM ~fte r yeJr 
Ta ble 2' Ko<ovo flood dill~ for y e~" 2001 - 2()()<) 
DISASTER AfFECTED HOO D 
DATE DECLARATI ON STRUCTYflES VICTIMS SHElTER 
--
2 001/09/0 1 -0~ , 
'" 
um Weltevred~n Valley Co mmLJnity C ~ nlre 
2002/07/24 - 08/21 , 50 -;JOO eoo Wel\e"eden V~ l l ey Co rnrnunity ( entre 
2001!0~/09 , >C eo 
200t./OS/OS 
'" 
2007/07/25 -27 ;0 ;>C 
2007/08/27 Flooding reported but no detail" provided 
2008105/9-12 ',00 ",00 Ko,ovo Creche 
We Ilevreden V~ Iley Corn mun ity Cen tr e; 
2008/06/21 ;00 0;00 Browns r~ rrTl Community Hilll 
2008/07/04 09 ' 00 ;= 
2008/08/31 we ;00 
2008/09/03 '00 
2009/05/16-29 
'" 
1720 
2009/0b/23-24 
'" 
2009/08/12 4 load, of ,alld provid"d 
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TaIJle 3- Masiphumeleie f lood data for years 2002 - 2!Xl'J 
FLOOD 
DATE DI'>ASTER DECLARATION STltUCTURES VICTIMS 
2002/07/02 , , 
2004/08/06 Flood condition< reported, however IlO dora provided 
2007/07/27 
Floodillg ill MOSiphUm~ir:l~~ tellt(fied as one of tile worst hit arpa, '00 2008/07/04-00 
2008/08/30 21S0 
f- - -2008/09/08 W 
" 
--- -
2008/11/12 rlood collditionl reported, however no data pravidl'd 
--2oo~/0"/lb 
" '" -- -
2009/05/1718 
'" 
we 
2()()9/07/14 rlood conddiolls reported, however no data providpd 
2009/08/18 I " I 1300 
3.5 Operationa l Flood-risk Management for th~ City of Cape Town 
3.5.1 Ov~rv i ew 
Th i< <ection provides an overview of the management of flood ri,k in the cocr< inform,1 
settlements The (o(T Winter Preparedness Strategy il IJr iefly de,cribed, ond the ro le, and 
re'pon,ibi llt ie, of mojor role-pl'yer< outlined In addition th il sect ion IJriefly examines severe cWS 
for the CoCT_ 
~.5. 2 City of Cape Town Wimer Pre pa red ness St'"tegy 
The CoCT has dev~loped a Winter Preparedness Strategy for a more effective ond coord inated state 
of flood prep"edn~s< ,nd relponse, part icularly in informal sett lements (CoCT Roads and 
Stormwater t)epartment, 200~)_ Th~ Winter Preparedness StrMegy il a risk reduction programm e 
and conting~ncy planning 'ppro'ch for potent idl flooding in areas vulnerab le to the impact of 
flooding (Ibid) Th~ primary aim of the Itrategy is integrating preparedness and respons e activities 
fo r flood and <lorm hazards hy relev'n t departments, disciplines, emergency ond essential services 
and exte rna l role pl,yers (Ihid)_ 
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Due to issues of resources and practicality the CoCT is not able to completely eliminate the risk of 
flooding. However the risk of flooding is managed through planning, design, construction, operation 
and maintenance of stormwater infrastructure, and development and disaster risk planning. 
According to Helen Zille (in an interview conducted on Bush Radio in 2007), the Flooding and Storms 
Plan can only serve to postpone and ameliorate flooding, and then alleviate the suffering as a result 
of flooding. 
Primary role-players on the Flooding and Storms Committee, and whose efforts extend to 
communities living in informal settlements, include the South African Weather Service (SAWS), 
Department of Roads and Stormwater, the DRMC and CoCT Communications, Solid Waste 
Management, Sports and Recreation, the City's Housing Directorate, Social Service Departments and 
NGO's. 
According to a study undertaken by Bouchard et 01 (2007), 25% of 226 informal settlements within 
the metropolitan area were affected by flooding in 2007, compared to 80% in 2000. This 
improvement is largely attributed to the upgrading of informal settlements and the CoCT's pro-
active cleansing operations, drainage system upgrades and ongoing flood-risk education 
programmes (Ibid). Furthermore, according to an interview given on Bush Radio in 2008, the City has 
managed to reduce very high risk flooding areas from more than 30 to just 12 thanks to the 
relocation of people out of low-lying areas, and flood-risk reduction measures. 
3.5.3 Early warning systems in the City of Cape Town 
The SAWS has been appointed by the South African Government as the official source of severe 
weather early warnings, advisories and watches. The SAWS has sole mandate in issuing weather 
related warnings. 
To ensure EWS are effective, principles are adhered to by the SAWS making certain EWS are based 
on best international practices, are consistent, credible and reliable, and empower the public to act 
in a timely and appropriate manner to reduce risk. Furthermore, EWS strive to provide relevant 
information required by decision-makers, with as much lead time as reasonably possible. 
The CoCT works closely with the SAWS in implementing early warning systems. In the case of an 
approaching severe weather event SAWS send a short concise group sms and or email, containing 
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severe weather early warning information to senior management of CoCT DRMC, Disaster 
Operations Centre (DOC), Roads and Stormwater Department and other relevant role players. The 
message is then relayed to response staff involved in the Flooding and Storms Plan. This ensures 
disaster response teams are on standby city-wide for activation, ready to be deployed to support 
disaster response and recovery operations. A more detailed description of severe weather early 
warnings is found in appendix 4. 
3.6 Summary 
This chapter provides information describing the context of the study. It provided a brief overview of 
the evolution of thinking of disaster risk management and early warnings on the global and national 
level. It also discussed the urban flood-risk context of informal settlements in the CoCT, and 
introduced the two study sites, namely Kosovo and Masiphumelele. The chapter then investigated 
the management of flood-risk in the CoCT's informal settlements and briefly discussed severe 
weather early warnings implemented in the CoCT. 
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4.1 Introduction 
CHAPTER FOUR 
METHODOLOGY 
This chapter details the study methodology which involved a comparative case-study of two flood-
exposed and flood-affected informal settlements in the Co CT. 
The research design incorporated the collection of secondary data as well as primary data through 
field research in two sites. Primary data collection specifically involved conducting sixty household 
interviews in Kosovo and Masiphumelele, the two study sites. 
The chapter outlines the process of the secondary data collection, including the types and sources of 
information used, and description and analysis of the data used. Details on the implementation of 
the field research are provided in terms of the methods used, the household sample selection 
process, and the development of the research questionnaires. The chapter concludes by describing 
the steps involved in consolidating and analyzing data collected from both primary and secondary 
sources, and summarizing the steps taken in the research process. 
4.2 Collection of Secondary Data 
A range of secondary data sources were assessed and analysed to better define key issues relevant 
to this study. These included the review of incident reports, media reports and articles and flood-risk 
management documents. These sources are summarised and listed in table 2, overleaf. 
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Document Type 
CoCT ROi.Kh Winte r I' re pa red IleSS cx~mine how (o(T preD,,,eS for ~l1d resDOnds to floodinG and ,tonm risk 
Stormwilter , , 
St rateGY d", ingwinter 
Depart ment L Revi ew flood -ris k r~nkin g of inform"f sett leme nt , in the [ O<::T Examine South Afric~n We_t he r Serv ic e risk wmmun iCut ion $Ir ute gV 
Com'nun icat ion Plan bilm inc the ,eve re weather early w~rnin g tr~ n ~'n ission proced ure fo r the 
CoCT 
eocc, =-,c~c"-"~,-'-m-,c,"c'-e-' -- l nves t i~Me flood ri'k communicut ion mate ri a l 
hc--~---'--~~---'--~-
: CoCT Di'u,te r'- Flood-risk a«e_"me nt Ilwestig ate th e ~ssessment of !lood-risk 
Risk 
Centre 
report 
Fl ood-risk pilm Dillet To i nve,tigate t he communication of Hood-r isk to in ro "n ~ 1 re silk nt, 
Flood incide nt reco rds Document re corded flood disa,te r h i<lory of M.siphu mele le _ nd Ko~ovo 
.nd reports 
PlldSt ulknt Minut es of inte rv iew_< Review m i nute ~ of int e rv iews with Citv Ofliri.I, to ilvoid mu ltiple i nte rv iew_< 
with CDC ] OIf icia ls 
, Gu in lu rthe r imiGht' into reCLlfre 111 f lood eve nts, re,po n >~ to flooding ~nd 
expo riences of flood-prone reS idents 
Spat ia l data we re _",ureed Iro m Goog le Ear lh, Thl" l' provided information on the location of 
Ma_' iphumelele and Ko~ovo i ro r m~1 5ett lements with in the (oCT, Furth e rmo re, t ime-se ries m_pl of 
Kosovo and M _s; phLJm~ l e l e we re p r ov i d ~d lJy the Di'uster Mit iGat ion tor Su,t.inable Li vp lihoods 
!' ragra mme I DiM P I ~nd Google FMth t o il lu$t r ~te e,c"lilt in~ dem'llicat ioll oj ,ett lements ove r tim p_ 
4.3 Too ls for Pri mary DaTa Collection 
4.3 ,1 Introduction 
The too ls developed lo r the primMV co llect ion of d~tu were enub led through thc exten'IVe field 
experience of the re_,earche r, _lIowing for innovative deve lopment .nd u,e of pa rtic ipatory 
methodology . The re_,e arche r', fami li¥ity ~nd knowledge of inform. I ,ett lcment, wa, infor med 
through exper ience, ill faci litating Community Risk A"e55ment, ((RA) dur ing her honours ,..or 
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(2006) in Masiphumelele, as well as in the TEAM (Training, Education, Awareness and Marketing) 
Project (2006-2007) and DiMP CRA short courses undertaken in numerous informal settlements 
(2009-2010). 
The researcher's experience in informal settlements and her ability to speak and understand 
IsiXhosa, facilitated entry into Kosovo and Masiphumelele, and allowed for nuanced interpretation 
of data. 
The researcher enlisted the assistance of a research assistant to ensure 60 household interviews 
were completed within a limited timeframe. The research assistant was familiar with the field and 
research context, with experience in conducting research through one-on-one interviews. 
4.3.2 Household and CoCT Officials questionnaires 
Semi-structured questionnaires were developed for flood-prone residents of Kosovo and 
Masiphumelele and Officials of the CoCT. This enabled the researcher to conduct her interviews in a 
less formal and flexible manner. It further allowed the researcher to explore issues in greater depth, 
providing useful qualitative data for the study. 
The first household questionnaire developed was piloted in Masiphumelele informal settlement 
among ten randomly selected households. During this phase, several questions were found to have 
short-comings. For example, due to limited knowledge of early warnings among local community 
members, it was necessary for the researcher to rephrase and formally translate questions. This 
resulted in the questionnaire being refined, with a new version being applied to thirty households in 
Masiphumelele. However, prior to the subsequent interview process in Kosovo informal settlement, 
the questionnaire was further refined. 
4.4 Selection of research assistants 
Kosovo and Masiphumelele informal settlements are primarily isiXhosa-speaking settlements, which 
required the identification and employment of translators. One translator from each settlement was 
identified with assistance from DiMP. Each translator then sought a second translator in each 
settlement to ensure one translator accompanied both the researcher and the research assistant. 
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All translators were respected and known members of the community, and have lived in their 
communities for a substantial period of time. They had been employed by DiMP in the past, and 
therefore had experience assisting with household interviews. Two female translators were 
employed in Masiphumelele, and two male translators were employed in Kosovo. The researcher 
and research assistant accompanied and were present with the translators throughout the primary 
data collection phase. 
Following an oral briefing of the research project, the translators provided an orientation to the 
settlement, identifying high risk areas and households most prone to rising floods, as well as 
capacities and resources found in the settlement. 
4.5 Selection of study sites and community entry 
Kosovo and Masiphumelele informal settlements are both regularly profiled as flood-affected in the 
local media. Both settlements have been identified by the DRMC as high flood-risk areas; with both 
settlements ranked within the ten highest flood-prone settlements by the CoCT in 2009 (CoCT 
Department of Roads and Stormwater, 2009). 
In addition, extensive research has been undertaken in both informal settlements, allowing easier 
access to the community, and access to other complementary data sources. 
Staff members at DiMP facilitated the community entry process by introducing the researcher to the 
translators for each community. The translators then provided an orientation of each study site, 
made arrangement for focus group discussions and introduced the researcher and assistant 
researcher to respondents of the household interviews. 
4.6 Selection of study sample 
The sample group for both Kosovo and Masiphumelele included those living in informal dwellings 
located in flood prone areas, within or adjacent to wetland areas. A total of sixty household 
interviews were conducted; thirty household interviews in each settlement. 
The following factors were considered in the selection of individuals to be interviewed: 
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• The length of time individuals have resided in Cape Town, to determine knowledge of seasonal 
weather patterns and flood-risk in informal settlements 
• Gender, to examine male and female interpretations, understanding and response to flood-risk 
and risk communication 
• Age, to determine if age influences the use of various modes of communication, and the 
perception and management of local flood-risk 
4.7 Primary Data Collection through Field Research 
The field survey was conducted over a period of six days in the month of April 2010 near the onset of 
the Western Cape's winter rainfall season. Three days were spent in each settlement. One day was 
dedicated to a focus group discussion session, and two days dedicated to interviewing thirty 
households in each settlement. 
The translators introduced the researcher and research assistant to members of the community. The 
translators guided the researcher and research assistant on a transect walk through the most flood-
prone areas of each settlement, and assisted in the focus group discussion sessions, during the 
household interview process and in making field observations. 
4.7.1 Qualitative data collection 
Focus group discussions 
The rationale underlying the focus group discussions was to gather baseline information and 
knowledge about the flood-risk and social context in Kosovo and Masiphumelele, before embarking 
on the household interview process. Information gathered from focus group sessions, through 
discussion, participation and debate of all participants, assisted the researcher in better 
understanding recurring flood-risk, individuals and groups most exposed to flooding, and who and 
which areas are most impacted by winter flood events. Participants in focus groups also provided 
information on how community members respond to flood-risk prior to, during and following a flood 
event, and discussed local 'unofficial' early warnings for severe weather events used by community 
members. 
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The locu, grou p se«ions in both 'l'ttl crTlc nt, cont inued lo r opproxim'te ly two hour< o"d co"'pri,~d 
la rge ly len lule perticip~"h, Elevcn purticipant, attended in M~'ip I1lJm e l e l e, whi le uppro.im~tcly 
Twenty live port iCipu nt' ~ttendl-d th~ locus croup in Ko«wo_ The fOOlS gru u p in M 0' ip lllJrne le le wa, 
held in a nloke -,hift i "furrll~ 1 church, and the locus group in Ko<;()vo was he ld in"n infurm"1 dwellinG 
belonging to a IrxolcOnlnlun ity rTlemtJ<C r. 
Three part icipatory method, wcrc us~d to in it ia te d"cus,iom JrOllnd kl'Y i"ue, thc fucHi\at(}r 
wished tu "equirc informution about. 'The object ive 
of th~ fi" t ex~r(i,~ in th~ locu, group w's To 
de\~rnl inl' whethc r or not participants understood 
the conce pt of un carly wurn ing, Part icipants were 
nrovide-d with a nu rnbc r of ca rd s and we re 
e riwl,,~ged to write down their understand ing of 
early war ning" illu,tr"ted in [,icture 4, lhe cord, 
were , t uck untu fl ip chu rt paper and crouped into 
then lc" Two thcm~' were id entified, nomely 
nrepMedne" "ll io"" ",ld means of acqu iri ng 
worn ing message,_ Picture 4: Focus group e,erci.e 1, Jet ~rnl i nin g 
po rtici pant', u nderst' nd ing 01 e,rly w,rnin gs 
The faci lito tor used the two themes to assi,t porticipants in understand ing the diffe rence between 
eorly warning me''''' ge, ~nd prepor~dne" "ct io n" II lu,trative drawin gs on flip ch~ rt p,pcr Wc re 
used to f,c i l i t~te under<tanding of EWS, ,hown in picture 5 "nd 6, ove rle.f_ Fin~ l ly, a definition of"n 
c WS 1'10' prov id ed to pa rt icip, nts ,t t hc clu,e of th i' cxc rci,e, ,hown in pictu re 7, overleaf, 
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P;Ct,,'~ 5, Illust'~tion U Y'd to 'how 
ill floOd ~vPnl wit il o"t d ~ood e~rly 
warnine system 
PI(ture 6; III",trat;on u,ed t D snow 
a fl nod ~~e nt with a f lood ~3rlv 
wam i n~ ,v,tem 
Pi<t ure 7; D~finilion of an Pdrlv 
wamrne provided 10 locus Rroup 
responder .l, 
In Ihe SM:on(1 f'Xpr cl~. participJ"ts w~re as~ed 10 wrile down aod di'iC_uSS the wily\ In which 
oou>f'nol(1s (l!5!)ond to ~ood-ri,~ before, durinC and atl er a ,evnp wed( hn ev~nt . A tirnellne w~s 
drawn LJp uSIl1R flip chdrt paper, as shawn in p icture 8. ~nd partiripants wp re a\ k~ d to li st dttiv ities 
and 3(I;on, takp n by community member< an d i utno ri!i e! bpfore. dnd du r; n~ and after a fl ood 
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~\iPnt. The luly )008 flood ~\ipnt wJS use d J~ In pxample o f In extr eme weather eve nt in which 
many part icipJnts hJD to r e~pond too. 
P i ctur~ 8: r Ocu~ gro u p e,ercisp 2; Identifyi n ~ re sponse, to flood ri' k bela re, d u rinK and atter a 
seve re weather event 
The object ive of the thi rd .nd tina l exerci,e w., to ident ify hi gh flood-r i'k/impact a reas in bOTh 
,ettl ements, usin ~ a m.pp in rr e.e rci,e (picture 9). Pa rtici pants we re provided flip chart paper and 
f><'ns, and were enmura~ed to wo rk t orrethe r to identity major flood prone . re." and identify 
reaSon, for vu llle ra I)il ity to flood i n ~, Key inf rast ru ctural e lements were identified and ma rked on the 
Pictu rp (), FQ{u',i grou p ~.~rc i se 3: Flood-risk map 
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Interviews with CoCT Officials 
City Officials interviewed for this study included CoCT Managers from the Roads and Stormwater 
Department and the CoCT Disaster Risk Management Centre. City Officials interviewed are listed 
below. 
• Disaster Risk Manager from the DRMC head office 
• Disaster Risk Operational Field Manager 
• Strategic Roads and Stormwater Manager 
• Operational Support Specialist of the Roads and Stormwater Department 
In addition, a Weather Forecaster for the Cape Town Regional Office was interviewed. 
General issues addressed by the questionnaires designed for City Officials included: 
• Flood-risk management approaches, activities and perceptions with respect to flood-prone 
informal settlements 
• Early warning systems for severe weather events: structure, risk information dissemination 
procedure and target audience 
• Public participation 
4.7.2 Data collection through semi-structured household interviews 
Household interviews were conducted in the actual homes of respondents, where it was less 
intimidating and ensured confidentiality of responses. Each interview conducted was directed to the 
individual who resided in the dwelling in which the interview took place. Furthermore, individuals 
interviewed had to have experienced at least one flood event in the dwelling in which they lived. The 
interviews took approximately twenty minutes to complete. 
Quantitative and qualitative data gathered by the household questionnaire for the households 
interviewed included: 
• Profile of respondents 
• Residential information (length of stay in informal settlement, structural characteristics) 
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• Technological modes of communication utilized by community members Le. telephone, 
television or radio 
• Flood-risk perception, and preparedness and management measures employed 
• Knowledge of weather warnings and access to risk information and assistance 
• Evacuation behaviour as well as perceptions and use of temporary flood shelters 
See appendix 5 for a copy of the household questionnaire used for this study. 
4.8 Data Consolidation and Analysis 
4.8.1 Consolidation of qualitative data 
Notes and comments collected from focus group discussions, and interviews with City Officials and 
households were transcribed and consolidated immediately after field research. Qualitative data 
were organised into themes according to the study's conceptual framework. This process allowed 
recurrent themes as well as data collected from secondary sources to more readily supplement 
quantitative findings, providing greater depth and meaning to the qualitative results. 
The use of qualitative methods was also important for understanding people's perception of flood-
risk as well as the informal settlement context in which they live. It allowed the researcher to 
capture more detailed information of community members and how they cope during the winter 
rainfall season. 
4.8.2 Consolidation of quantitative data 
The primary tool used to capture and analyse quantitative data collected from household interviews 
was Microsoft Excel Software. The data were captured using a table in a spreadsheet allocated to 
each settlement. The following descriptive techniques were used in excel: 
• Generation of bar graphs to assist with visual presentation of data, visual comparison of data 
and determining the distribution and organization of data 
• Generation of pie charts to assist with visual presentation of data, and determining size and 
proportions of data for a range of categories or topics 
• Descriptive statistics, including mean, maximum and minimum values and percentages 
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4.10 Summary 
The chapter described the data collection process and method of data analysis. It outlined the 
preparation of data collection tools as well as the methods used for data analysis. Qualitative and 
quantitative methods used to collect the data were discussed including the process of developing 
household questionnaires, and selecting the study sites, research assistants and sample groups. The 
data consolidation process was described, and a summary of the research phases was provided. 
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5.1lntroducnon 
CHAPTER FIVE 
FINDINGS 
The study's primary focus was to examine the feasibility of developing and implementing people-
centred flood EWS in Kosovo and Masiphumelele informal settlements in the CoCT. Given the 
study's specific emphasis on flood EWS, and to align findings with prevailing literature, the chapter is 
ordered according to the categories outlined in the conceptual framework in section 2.8. 
The chapter begins by first presenting the socio-demographic profile of study respondents in both 
Kosovo and Masiphumelele. Risk communication findings are then presented according to two 
categories of factors, identified by the literature as influencing the risk communication process. The 
first category includes 'factors influencing formal flood warning processes', namely risk assessment, 
design of flood warning mechanisms and flood warning messages. The second category refers to 
'behavioural factors that influence flood warning response', namely flood-risk and warning 
perceptions and attitudes as well as behaviour in response to flood-risk and warnings. The chapter 
concludes with an analysis and summary of key findings, and an assessment of CoCT's risk 
governance approach. 
5.2 Socio-Demographic Profile of Study Respondents 
This section details the socio-demographic profile of residents interviewed in both Masiphumelele 
and Kosovo, and includes age, gender, language and level of education of respondents. Additional 
details provided include the duration respondents have lived in Masiphumelele and Kosovo, their 
reason for living there and the building materials used to construct their informal dwellings. The 
individuals interviewed at the household level were not the same as those participating in the focus 
group discussion sessions. 
5.2.1 Demographics of Kosovo and Masiphumelele sample group 
The age distribution of respondents interviewed according to gender in both settlements is 
illustrated in figures 11 and 12, overleaf. The majority of individuals interviewed in Kosovo ranged 
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hetween The ~ges o r 26 MId ,\5, Jnd between the a ge , of 21 an d 40 in Ma, ipilli mele le, In both 
sett le me nts, signific~ rlt ly mor e fe mJlc individual, were interviewed. 
!: >--
, 
, 
L 
• 
FigLJre 11: Age dist ribution of Kosovo 
reS llOndents ,,(cord ing t o gende r 
....... 
. ,"'"." 
~ 
~ • 
• • • i ,, • 
• 
Ag< " ",'M"'" ",0",;1 "" 10 s''''''' ;" 
M.,;pt.,m, l<l<l, 
"".,. .. 
' M" 
. r .. ,,, 
Figure 12; Age di~tribut i on of Masiph ume lele 
respondents ~crord"l ~ to ~en d e r 
Since the locus 01 t~ the~i, i, on ri'k commLJnic~t i o n , the f"rility arOLJnd I~ngu" ge w~s.n importJnt 
COn Sideriltkm. Th~ lirst language 01 ~ I I re<pordents in Kosovo Jnd Milsiphl101ele le was I.s ,XhoSJ, with 
57 out 01 60 re ~ l}Qndent' re llO rted ly ~b l e to re.d IsiXhoSil Figures 13 and Jot b<? low illust rJte the 
proportion of male and fema le re'pondent, ~b l e to speil k ~nd re" d Fng lish. In Kosovo, " higher 
percentage of ma le re, pondent, reported " ,tronger ("p.city in Fngli,h, compa red with 
Masiphumelele, wr.ere lem~ le responden t l we re found to have J stronger cap~city in EnEl ish. or tile 
tota l numb~r 01 re<pondent< in hoth sett le ments, only 1,\ Jnd 36 out of 60 were able to spNk and 
read Fngli,h respect ively 
. . -~ 
-- ----
Mol, ,1Od fom, lo iC'~On<lc"" '",0 '0 ';look o nd 
",d E ... I;, h;, "",OVO 
M<>l •• nd I. ",. ,. "';><l,de Ol, . bl , ", ,.,ok "d 
,.,d " ~H" ; n M.,ip'um.lo l. 
." ... 
or .. , ... 
FigLJ re 13 Dis1 ribut ion of Kosovo 
r~,ponde n t' "b I ~ t o ' I'e. k "nd read Fngl ish 
.. 
• 
! • 
~ 
" 
" 
• 
L 
FiiI,u re 11: Di,t ributio n ot M~ , iphumelele 
respondents able 10 spe~ k ~ nd reJd Engl ish 
FigLJ r~s 1'> • nd 15, ove rle"!. i Ilu,trote the pe rcentage of respondents wllO reported co mp leting grade 
H Im ~t riCLJ I "ted).s well.s t!lose who had n01 comp le ted their ,chool ing (DNC) . W hil e re sult, from 
bot h s.mple gro up, did not v~ry s i ~ rlif i (Jnt ly, furtllCr an~ ly.s i s revealed that J higher numiJer of 
. .. ,.... 
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fernJ I ~, hJd roOllo rhp leteJ hi~ h ,chuul ill both , ite,_ Gilly Oloe re spoll~ent aero" both ,ettlemellts 
rl'v~J l ed ,hl' ilJd not r~c~ iv~ d Jily ~duc"t i on, 
levelof educatiol1 of re<pol1dcnt< in 
Ko,ovo 
figure 15: Perccnt'ge 01 Ko,ovo respon~e nt' 
who d id and d id l)(It complete T hei r schoo l ing 
toyol oJ odlK,tion of r",poodent> in 
M"lp num , '.I. 
oN'- . ,~ •• ,"''' ' 
Figure 1 b: Percentage of M'si ph Llme le le 
r~,pond~llt' whu did 'HId did Ilot complete II"'ir 
sch(}(Jlir>g 
5.2.2 Lcngl h of ,tay ill i Ilfo rmal set! lement a nd ch"acte ri.,tic, of dwelli tog 
He'ponde Ills provide ~ the date of thei r ,rrival in the informal settlement in which they now live. T~ 
numbe r of years resf'OndenTs l-.ad live~ in Ko.'OVO and Masiphumelele are illustrated ',n ligures 17 
and 18, H~spond~nt' living in Ma, iphume lele had on ave"ge lived lloere for 9.< yea rs , slightly longer 
th"" tho,~ l iv i n~ in Kmovu,"" Jverage ot 1.2 year< . 
N","Ocr 01 y"'" ''''pO",","" MvO Ilvod I, 
"0<0,'0 
" , ,_I .,_" " ,."" .. "" .. ,. 
FI~ ure 17: The I1urnber of YCJ" 
respo n{ieTlt, Io~ve lived in Kusuvo 
i' " 1 :: 
, . 
• • j 
• • 
Nomo" of yO '" " ,~",-, h ... li •• d In 
M., lpOOm<I". 
• I I I --... , .. " " .. "" .. "" " 
f iGure 18: The numbe r of YCo IS re<p o ndent< 
hove live ill M",iphutnelelc 
Reason:; prnvided by respunde n t, for dlUU< i"g to livc in Ko,ovo arc ill ustrated in figu re 19, ovc rle af. 
Tfle most freQuenlly noted included ubta ining a space olth~ir own {la rger, as their previou, homes 
i" (JUoe r <Ntl erllenl> load bccorn~ 'too lu i r), rc lOCat ing for employme nt 0 Pf'Ortunilie" 0 nd reloca ting 
to be with ram ily a nd fr ie Tld< already living in Kosovo. Unfortunote~, durin~ the inili,l ,toge, of 
rcse arch conducted in Masiplounl~le l e, th is "me qu~<li on wo' nol incf uded in the survey. Howeve r, 
llowu gl1 i"furrnal discussions, it W<l\ estJbld,cd thot th~ majority of thmc living ill Ma'iphumcfc l~ 
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<home to live there lo r employment opportunitie ' , This W'S allributed to Mas iphume lele' , locat ion 
- close to industria l "e" a nd surrounding suburbs , Th is provides opportunities fo r do mes tic service 
'nd (,suallabour. 
These resu lts ind icale that resp.onden\s cl'lOOse to live in Ko>ovo and Ma,iphumelele despite the 
consequence' offrequem and recurrent floodifll!. This choke is mad~ in favour of Ihe benefit, and 
convenience of living close to employment Mea" ,hops MW main tran,port systems and raute" 
• ~ 1 , , ! ~ < • • • , , , , ~ , , 1 ! 
""0" 
riGure 19; The reasons provided by re' pondenl, for choa,ing to live in Ko,ovo 
During t he house llO ld interviews, the rese,,(her obserlled and id entifie-d the bui OJ in R materia I, us ed 
10 construct the dwell ing's roof, w,lIs and floor. These con,titute importMl\ flood expo,u re MW 
lIulnerab ility lac\ors, rindin RS "e presented in figures 20 and 21. In Ma, ip humelele, the materia l 
used lor tlw lloor was not observed, The most frequently u,ed mat~ria l for roofing in both Ka,ava 
and M'Siphumelele is ZirlC In contrast. walls were const ructed u, ifll! differen t material" In Kosovo, 
dw~ l lin R wa lls were bui lt u~ in R ce il ing boards and li rK, while in Ma,iphumelele, wood wa, a more 
popul" m,teria l Flooring in Kosollo primarily comprised (ompa(\ sand, often covered wi th 
c"pet ing, sailor plaS5tic material. 
. "'kli"l ", ... ,i.I< u .. d br "'."",... ... i" '0"",", 
.. 
I " .. I " .. _J 1 .. , 
• -
I I~, • • 
! • j • [ • j , , i , • t , , 
, 
Fi~ure 20: BuildirlC mater ials used by 
re,pondents in Kosovo 
• 
i 
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• " · .. I ' .. 
• , 
.. • I 
Soitdi,,!! m.te,i. I, "",d bV ' . 'po"""n!> in 
M .. i~I>u"",I . i< 
-
L 
-
J 
" 
, , 
" 
, , • , .. , 
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, 
T\> .. " .... ~, .""',~ 
FiGure 21 Building moleriol, used by 
respondents in Ma,iphumelele 
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5.3 Risk Communication Process: Focus on informal settlement respondents 
5.3.1 Overview 
Risk communication findings concerned with informal settlement residents are clustered in two 
categories, using data from focus group sessions and household interviews. The first includes those 
factors influencing formal flood warning processes, namely risk assessment, design of flood warning 
mechanisms and flood warning messages. The second cluster includes those behavioural factors 
influencing response to flood-risk and warnings. These include perceptions of flood-risk and 
warnings, and the attitudes or behaviours in response to flood-risk and warnings. 
5.3.2 Factors influencing formal flood warning processes 
Overview 
The literature identifies three major stages in the flood-risk communication process, namely 
assessment of flood-risk, design of flood warning mechanisms and communication of warning 
messages. These stages play an important role in influencing the formal flood warning process. 
Flood-risk assessment 
Community participants in focus group discussions in both sites revealed that government and 
external consultant-led flood-risk assessments had been undertaken in both settlements. However, 
the reported assessments did not cater for the priorities and needs of those exposed to risk of rising 
flood. Focus group participants reported that individuals from outside the community "take photos" 
and ask risk-related questions, however despite this, community members rarely receive feedback 
from these visits. 
Design of flood warning mechanisms 
Risk communication awareness: Respondents from settlements claimed to be unaware of any flood-
risk communication measures developed by the CoCT for flood-prone informal settlements. 
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Moreover, none 01 the ird iWlual~ In th .. IOCll5 gro up Or lllOSe illl~rvll"W~d indivIdually had ever been 
Cnmulled In Ihe development 01 noocl-rl9: brorhull!s Or ~toV other lVpc 01 "ood-risk communltatin n_ 
Wh en prompted , le ss lhan ha lf lir e focus grou p participant s in Ma, iph um ele le revea led Thev had 
recewed a fO>od - ri,' bm rhure from the rJR MC, only art er ililood event hod occurred He.pondenl.< 
eit her denied "ver re (eiving brochures, 01 indicated thev lound th;:,e "u,e le,s~ or · "nlmporlant~ 
and therefore di<Cdrded Ih .. m. 
Wh",t1 ~s, pd to ""plain wt'~ 1 an e~r1v wami!lt 'v,tern IS to r 'bad weather Iha t mig ht be com1rog' , not 
on ~ foc us g ro up pa rl icip~n\ in e ither >ettlenlent cou ld expla in or define early warn ings fo r severe 
weaTher even t"'- Instp _d, PMllClpanlS were on ly ab le to previde example< ~I offic ia l Mid unoffi,ial 
early warnill&-' u<ed by lIood'prone IndIvidual ... o. the prcpa' ~dn;:n actions th.,y Uke In ~n' iripalion 
of a flnnd event. Unofficial wamlngs induded the o"..,t 01 bl...:k clouds, a certain direction blrd~ fly 
(indlVltOr nf impending \pvere wellth .. , ro"dilion~), aod ' l'din~s or pa ins expertenced (indicAtor of 
impending _t weathe r (ondltions), Prepdr;:dness aaiom included ra;,ing the SlOlInd level of a 
housp , LlS lng silico n to fill h o l ~5 in th e roof a rK1 diU ill g trenc: he. tn dive rt wat ~ r ~w~y from the 
hnu!\l!. In ca ntrasl, 16 ~nd 12 O\lt of 30 of hou se llO ld interviews in KO_«lVO ~nd Mar.ip h"melele 
re,p~lillely undEmood and coutd d .. line Ihp term early W3<Ilh\g. 
MndP:5 of rommuoicorion· To Inform th .. potential tJe~lgn 01 10GilI flood lWS for Informal 
OIett1en,ent ... a means for (:Qm(llllnicating "Mly wa r nHlg~ for severe wealher e .... nll wal Inve.ltlg_ ted , 
by notin g re., pond ent s' access to w rious modes o f comlm mica t lol1, ~e s ults u e ill u~tra t ed In figu re, 
22 ~nd 23, overleaf. In KOSOI/O, ~ grea ler propo rtion 01 r~sponde l1t' ret><>rtedly owned a mobi le 
telephone and lelevi.ion SET, l hM ~ ratJio_ Howe~~r ;1\ MI!~I, compared with Kosovn, fewer 
re!>pondenu (Ie. ... Ihan SO'1I.) have acce~~ 10 a ll th,;:1" mOdes 01 communicatIon . 
,",,,,,,,ruo.-, at "'~"'" 0W<11e,:: . 
,.1<";,", • • ,"0 .. 101 """"" . 1>11 ,.~o I. <""""0 
rig,rr e 22: Modes of cornm"n ica ticn u,e"<J by 
l es pond~nls in Ko sovo 
,",0"","'" of r~'!>II<1<I.n" _",,' 
I ...,. i ~ ol~ mobH. P"""" .,ld .>dO> ,n 
M.~~"", . , .,, , • 
. ' 
"-
fig ure 23: Modes of (Om nlll rti(ation lISed 
by re .• t><> nd ent' ;n Ma.lphumele lp 
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Re,>p,,,,rlen t' from both Masiphumele le ,nd Kn"wo det ail ed way' in which th ey hear ,bout, setlSe 
nr re~ lise ' eve re WfaT he r i'> a pprll".hin~ . Re,ult \ ,re il ll"t "t~d in fi gu re 14, nve rle,f. 
~ , 
; 
0 
, 
, 
'Officia l' and ' u~o/fi' i a l ' ,e ve,~ w~ ath~, warni,,!!' 
" ,cd in M" i ph"md~ l c ~nd Ko ,ovo 
".,,0 r """" P"'" r.,,,,...,c-,, 
P,~" " .' . t ... t 
' ''' ' " .. ,"" oj " .. I ".-." I, 
-,<d"U •• ,"" l!-
0.,«01 .~" 
-
''''''/ ""'""," , ... , " ~ I 1~~",,_ ,",'""", __ , 
P .... , 
" ~j""'" ''''''.hloo "-
Own """No" 
= 
Figu re 14: ,mmal and info rma I ea rly wa rning' fo r ,pwrp wpathpr ~vent s prov ided by re'pundent, in 
both Kosovo "rid M"siphump l~le 
'Official' early warn ings: I\t lpast halt the respondent, in both ,ettlemen t, fo llowed th e wedt he r 
repmt on the ir tp lpv i, ian to dptp rmit>f' probabi lity of r" infall in their " red Respondent, ha ve al.o 
devplnppd thp ir ow n pro b"bi lity {or prHlict ion j of ra inf"1I ba ,eri on til e "C[ lIr ucy levels of 
perc pntaGe, of ra inl, 11 prov ided by wpathpr reports. Fo r pxample. , ome individu"l , explained tll at ~ 
wP" t her ta reca ,t stat ing 60% of "infall w" , to I"" expected in a (~ rta in Mea i~di cJled incre~,i ng 
probabi lity of r~ i nta l l , whi;" othN' felt mor~ contident 01 th e a(clirerlCe uf rainf~11 when 80% o r 
more cha nce wa, rera rtNf by t he weat he'r fa rl",",tc r. 
'Unofficial' early warning'-; A nllmber uf reSiJ<,Jndents "1 buth sit es repurted develnping mea n, 01 
se lf COnlfTlll ~icatiu ~ ul ft Dod-risk thro lIgh persu na I u bserva t ions ul enviro nmental cues. and persnr>a l 
'feelings'. Examp le, of en vironme nt ,,1 cue, incllKled forma tion and colour of cluuds . birds flying in a 
particu lar direction, and mo re immediate cues such as the unset uf ra in and gradual ris e nl water 
One ind ividual claimed he could 'rn~ 1 1 a "d ifference in th~ dir" wh e n ra in is appru~ ching _ Pe rsona l 
'feelins" experienced by reside~ t' included 'strange itchy ur pd inful feel ings in surgical SCMS', 
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Parker', fI",,,I- rd , mrnmunicOiion nH"I"1 rt'cogni,e' ifw ro le of behaviour' nd attitude, "' well "' 
flood-ris k r e rceptions, in ,h,p ing rw;!X> nsw; \0 flood w", n inRS . Risk com rnunicat ion find i n ~s 0 r 
informal <!' nlement respond ents, re rre , ent~ d in re l,Uo n to til ese behaviou ral factors, 
Floml-risk and Iloml warn ing pe rcePt ions 
Signifiwn t .<eVl'fe weather conditi on_,: 57 OLJt of 50 resrondenl> in both , ett lements revealed ra in f d II 
"' a ,ignif ic ant prob lem cam in g d ismmfon, flo ods a nd damage to prorerty, More resp ondent, in 
Masiphumele l ~ than in Kosovo indicated windy condit ions as a ,i~n ific ant rrob iern in tile a rea, 
causing damage to info rmal 'lw~ lI ings, a nd trigger in g or wors~nin g fl ood water ins id e dwe llings , 
Fin,linGs "r~ illustrated in liGures 25 "n ,1 26 
Sigmjicant severe weather effect.<_ In both sites, res pondent, re!X> rteo that th e rno't signifir.a nt 
effect 0/ e, r.ess " in /a ll w", up we llin g 0/ water inside informal dwel lings_ Othe r seve re weather 
effects inc lude,l leak ing root"~ and in flow of water through doorways , largely ~5 Th e floo r of rn any 
' Iwellings i, lower than t he ground level oLJt~ide of th~ dwelling . rLJrth e rm o re , p~ rtkulMly in 
Masiphumele le, 24 out ot 3D of th me interv iewed relX>rted that windy condi tio ns we re responsihlf 
tor blow i n~ roofs oft 'Iwd l in~ s "n,1 cau' i n~ al ready unstab le dwell ings to s hak~ dangerous ly_ Othe r 
impacts identifie,l are iliustrate,l in fi ~u res 27, over leaf 
' .... fK. o' """'" w .. , .. , ,""";",,'" .. ".; .... ~ 
'" ,,,,,,,,,d.,, , ;" .""'",0 
Figure 25' The most ,igni licant weather 
cond it io n s i rnpacti nR on re,p ondent, in 
Ko ,ovo 
SI,o;fi, ... , .... " ....... , <or.liU"". po«.ivod 
by " ,_,,, ;, M,,;p/>um . ,. ,. 
-7 
Fi gure 26' Th e most significan t weather 
cond itions i mp"ct in G on re'pondent' in 
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Seve re weather effe~ts ide Ilt ified by respollde Ilts ill Kosovo alld 
Mas iphllmelele 
W" 
"" , 
'" 
, 
• 
" • 
'" 
" , ~ > ~ , , ~ • ~ ~ • • , ~ ~ • 1 • • G , , ~ ~ , , :; ~ r , £ ~ g ~ , , 
" 
~ , • , , ~ ~ • , ,• , , 
• • 
, , i " • • • • , • " , • , 
" ~ r 0 • L ~
, 
, 
E • 
... ·.r. w .. ,h., .~f<t'" 
• Ko;o'.' o 
Figure 27: Seve re weather ~ff~(ts id entified by re,p onden t, in Ko'>O vo and Ma, iphumelele 
Local percepr'ians of flood- ri.<k: Re,pond~nt, in bot h sen lements provided r~~,o n s for why they 
be lieve they are exposed t o flood-risk. Fi ndin gs are illustrated in figu re Z8, over leaf. A b~I '", f ,hared 
by 17 an d 12 out of }O respondent>, in M a,i phum elcle an d Kos ovo r~,pective l y, i, that the i r lo ca ti on 
in a wetland area , al,o frequent ly re ferred to by respondent, a, 'the da m', increases ri' k of fiood ing 
Of th ose interview~d in Ko'>Ovo, 8 out of 30 be l ie v~d that living in d~pre"ions contributed to 
increa,ed ri' k of flooding, wh~ r~a, 4 and } out of JO re,pondents blamed the high wal~ r tabl~ and 
blocked dra in , r~,pe ct ive ly. Of thos ~ inte rv i ~wed in Ma,iph u mel~ l e 6, 5 an d 4 out of 30 r~,pond e nt, 
em pha,ised poor building materia ls, i nadequat~ hou,ing and wet weather condition, re,pect iv~ l y, 
e'po,ing them to the risk of flood ing. 
Most rea,o ns provided by re'ponde nts, rel ate to en vironmenta l and ,t ructura l facto" wi thi n the 
immediate vicini ty in wh kh they live, which inc rease the threat of flooding. 
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Perceptions of wh y ,ewo nden IS in Ma,; phu mele Ie a nd Ko,ovo believe they 
dre expo, ,,d to flooding 
1.0(,.1.,1 on ,."d 
l<)("'~ol "ij" .. " 10 <le'£"I,,,n p""d/(h oi" 
R"" ott fro", "";ghlw",, 
Slo(ke,1 """n, 
Low gro"'"I I ...... ~ 
1!.'.II.,,<I 
Puu, ~"iIJ i"g m.t",i ... , 
1,,.d~(I".'~ homing 
l'Ie. tl"" '0 ,,,,Ii,,,,, 
rio dlt", n.t/v," jll,, ~ to li ,, ~ 
110 tr~", 10 I'rMiM will" I)( ~'h 
l",.t ed " ~,, th ~ Q(~'" 
Lo(O,o<l ill ,,,,oi l de" .. ereo 
High "' . ,'" t.I, I. 
o } ~ 6 S 10 Jl H 16 18 
Numbo, of ro'pondont< 
• Ku<uvo 
Figu re 28: Perception, of why re5pondents living in Kowvo drld Masi phllme le le ~re exposed to 
flood ing 
Need jor [W5: R~sponden ts in K050VO were "'ked whPlhe r or not th ~y fe lt there was ~ need for 
floo d EWS. Results ~re illu str~ted in the pie chart in f igur~ 29. Unfortun3teiy, th e same qllest io n W~S 
not indllded in the question na i re for Ma,i ph um~ Ie Ie rpsp onoents. 
Of the individ"" ls interv iewed in Kosovo, 20 out of30 resronopnts re ported ~ need fo r ~ flood EWS, 
Four respon dents recommended us inB a loud hai le r to mob ilis p p~op l p b~fo re the ~rea became 
f l ood~d, One reS ident ~Iw sUBgested information and m~ssag~5 ,houkl ile conveyeo in IsiXhoS<o ~s 
rn~ny reS idents did not un derstand Engli,h very w~ 1 1. 
Need lor flood earlv warnir>r, 
' V'lem,i n Koso"o 
F igur~ 2g' Flood-aff~cted respon dents' need for e~'ly warn illg 5Y5tpms, in K050VO 
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Despite this, 9 out of 30 of respondents in Kosovo also perceived that flood early warnings would 
make no difference in reducing flood-risk and impact of flooding. They further argued that floods 
would occur regardless of the measures they took. Of the respondents, one was of the opinion that 
there is no need for flood EWS at all. 
In addition, respondents from Kosovo proposed that local government provide more sand to level 
the area and raise levels of dwelling floors, find alternative flood-free locations and unblock drains 
more frequently, rather than "waste efforts" on EWS. They also emphasised that more effort should 
be made by local government in providing more resilient building material and providing people with 
the 'proper' houses they have been promised for so long. 
Access to subsidised low-cost housing: The long term priority for flood-prone individuals in both 
Kosovo and Masiphumelele was the delivery of low-cost housing by the government. Of the 
individuals interviewed, 50 out of 60 respondents believed the provision of serviced low-cost 
housing would eradicate the problem of flooding in the CoCT. 
Quotes from flood-prone individuals rel ting to housing ... 
'All we want are houses, we are not asking for money'.' How long are we going to fall victim of 
floods and fires?' Kosovo (Mbiza, 2008) 
'We don't want your blankets. We don't want your food. What we want is proper houses ... ' 
Kosovo (Hweshe and Damane, 2008) 
'When we voted this government into power we thought they would take care of our needs. Now 
they give us food and blankets but what we want is to be resettled and given houses' Kosovo 
(Hweshe, 2008) 
Informal discussion with a mother living in Masiphumelele ... 
During a transect walk in Masiphumelele the research team happened across a young mother 
with a baby on her back. A discussion began around the reasons why people choose to live in 
Masiphumelele considering the poor conditions they have to live in. Without hesitation the 
mother explained ' ... people are living here because they are waiting to be given a proper house 
by the government. The same will be true for my baby. When my baby grows up he will build 
himself a shack here, and he himself will also wait to be given a house by the government ... '. 
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Table 6: Desc ript ion of adjustments made to reduce the ;m p~ct of floou ;ng 
-
- --
Adjustments Oescdption 
--
_._ ..... 
--R~ ise fumitu r~ off Ih~ gro u nd : Fumitu r~ pldced or brirks, wood~n blocb or box~, 
Surround house with '~ndb~gs S~nd provided by the CoCT in trucks 
_._-
Silico n u,~d to cOver ho le, in the roof 
Wal~rproof roof 
Sm,1I ball, ofpl,m ic used 10 b lock ho le, in the roof 
Pla,t ic ,heet, line zinc roofs to reduce le~ ki ng 
-_._-
N~wspalY'r us~d to block I .r~~ hol~s in dwelling st ructure to prevenl i ,*cure hou'>e 'g, in't wind 
wind from blowing i n,id~ dw~lIing 
-
Ston~s Or s~ndoa~s pl~[~d on roof to prev~nt it from bl owing off 
Dig t renches Trenches dug ~round th~ hou'.<" dnd water led 10 th~ n~M~S1 drain 
----
S. nd bags, br icks, pl. n ks or bla n kels u<,ed to block the dOOrwdY and 
Block doorway pr~venl inf low of w.ter 
Cement u,d to construct. 'v~r.nda' out,ide doorw,y to prevent infl 
Raise ground outside dw~l lin g 01 wat~r into dwelling 
Despite th~ CoCT providing t~mpor"y ~v,cuation sh~ lters for flood-affected fam i l i~s, on", two 
respondents in Kosovo, both wom~n, reported 'tov;ng in d community hol l during s~v~r~ floods . 
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pr;vary ond warmth. overcrowding. dnd s har~d Sp;)(~ bHw~~n men ~nd wOmen_ Respond~nt' 
repo rt~d elthe r ,t,ying a1 h om~ ,nd coping with th~ flood ~w nt, or t~mpor" rily stay with I. m ily and 
f ri end,_ 
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intNview r~spondents, residents d~\perat~ for housing vi~w~ d '~vere weathe r evenl, 
op portuni,UCdlly, result ing in risk-to kin g h~h~viour in 3n Jtt~mpt to y,cure. low-co't forrn.1 horn e. 
M~~su r~< reported ;nc lu d~d using '~v~re weother ~v~nts 's an opportun ity to d~m.nd housin~ by 
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5.4 Risk communication process: Focus on local government officials 
5.4.1 Overview 
Findings concerned with local government officials are clustered in two categories. The first cluster 
includes those factors influencing formal flood warning processes, namely risk assessment, design of 
flood warning mechanisms and flood warning messages. The second includes behavioural factors 
influencing response to flood-risk and warnings. These are perceptions of flood-risk and warnings, 
and the attitudes or behaviours in response to flood-risk and flood warnings. 
5.4.2 Factors influencing formal flood warning processes 
Overview 
This section presents the findings relating to factors influencing formal flood warning processes -
risk assessment, design of warning mechanism and warning message, from the perspective of the 
City Officials interviewed for this study. 
Risk assessment 
Basic flood-risk assessments of informal settlements have been completed within the CoCT, by the 
Department of Roads and Stormwater, flagging informal settlements located primarily on the Cape 
Flats with a higher than average flood-risk profile {Bouchard, 2007}. Risk assessments were 
conducted using existing spatial information and desktop topographical analysis using key locality 
factors associated with surface water accumulation as parameters {Ibid}. 
A risk assessment study for the Provincial Disaster Management Centre for the Western Cape was 
also undertaken. The assessment prioritised vulnerable communities in the Western Cape, focussing 
particularly on communities vulnerable to flooding and fire {AFRICON, 2009}. Informal settlements 
most vulnerable to fire and flooding were ranked considering both hazards and vulnerabilities 
related to each settlement {Ibid}. The most important consideration in prioritising flood-risk in 
informal settlements was 'exposure', considering the size and density of a settlement {Ibid}. 
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These risk assessments determined level of flood-risk from a hazard perspective, assessing only 
technological and environmental factors, including severity of rainfall, and location adjacent to 
watercourses, within or adjacent to stormwater ponds and encroachment into wetlands. Socio-
economic vulnerability factors are rarely included, largely due to difficulties in sourcing 
comprehensive and reliable information on informal settlements. 
According to the CoCT Department of Roads and Stormwater (2009), Kosovo and Masiphumelele 
were ranked 1 and 4 respectively as high flood-risk areas, in 2009. Settlements were considered high 
flood-risk areas as approximately 1105 dwellings in Kosovo were located in undrained trapped low 
areas, and 304 dwellings in Masiphumelele were located in environmentally sensitive wetlands. 
Design of flood warning mechanisms 
Communication and awareness: The CoCT have developed a communication and awareness 
programme aimed at educating flood-prone communities on the impacts of flooding and the 
measures they should take to lessen flood impacts and knock-on effects. Awareness measures 
include media briefings, dissemination of press releases and public advisories. Additional efforts 
include building capacity among flood-prone individuals through dissemination of brochures, and 
facilitating workshops with community members. Communication measures are developed and 
disseminated with little or no consultation with flood-prone individuals and households. 
Quote from Household Respondent 
'We never see disaster management before the rains come, they only show up after it floods to 
give blankets and food'. 
Quote from CoCT Official 
'A portfolio of evidence is documented by CoCT Disaster Management of awareness programmes 
initiated and implemented by disaster managers, NGOs and other role players in flood-prone 
areas'. 
A primary example, often discarded by flood-prone communities, is the flood preparedness trilingual 
brochure, 'Protect Yourself from Floods', developed and distributed annually before the winter 
rainfall season. Brochures illustrate flood prevention and mitigation measures for flood-prone 
communities. According to Officials from the CoCT, brochures were considered ineffective, 
particularly as they were not developed in consultation with communities. Brochures are allegedly 
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developed and disseminated by the CoCT due to pressure to implement and produce a tangible 
flood-risk management initiative, in a short period of time, with limited capacity. 
Participation: No protocols, procedures or mandates are in place for how local government 
departments should engage and collaborate with at-risk communities. In addition, participatory and 
consultative methods are inconsistently applied and often neglected due to lack of resources, 
capabilities and capacities. Consequently, flood-prone communities believe they are not heard. 
Participatory measures are either employed with caution, or neglected all together to avoid raising 
expectations among flood-prone communities. In so doing, CoCT Officials also avoid being more 
accountable to individuals and communities. The needs and priorities of informal settlement 
residents are seen as ambitious and near impossible to achieve by the CoCT, and are therefore rarely 
included or integrated into risk management plans and activities. This has on occasion resulted in 
angry confrontations between local residents and CoCT managers in the past due to the 
expectations of flood-prone communities not being met. 
Quote from cocr Official 
'Community involvement is kept to a minimum as it is very difficult to provide for the needs of 
communities. Officials do not want to be held accountable to communities more than they 
already are'. 
Quote from Household Respondent 
'Government never listen to what we need, they just come and do assessments and leave 
without making changes that benefit us'. 
Officials of the CoCT's DRMC explained that existing platforms, such as the Disaster Risk 
Management Advisory Forum and Flood Coordination Committee, did not include representatives of 
informal settlement residents. This was done to ensure the reduction of political and social 
complexities and acceleration of flood-risk management measures. Representatives were excluded 
partly because ward councillors - representing the needs and rights of those living under their 
jurisdiction, tended to politicise the plight of those exposed to risk, rather than cooperate and 
collaborate with CoCT officials in informal areas. 
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Flood warning messages 
According to the CoCT DRMC every possible effort is made to warn all high-risk flood prone 
settlements of their exposure to the risk of flooding. Residents are encouraged to either relocate to 
a higher and safer location or take the necessary safety measures to protect their lives and property 
from the impact of flooding. However, due to lack of manpower and resources, CoCT managers 
struggle to communicate flood-risk information to ALL those living in flood-prone areas. 
Useful pointers or 'tips' are provided by the DRMC to informal settlement residents, via the flood 
preparedness brochure and press releases in daily newspapers. These tips, provided in English, 
Afrikaans and IsiXhosa, assist in reducing the risk or impact of flooding, and include the following: 
Check that the drainage system on your property is not blocked 
Raise the floor level of your house so that it is higher than the land outside 
Move to higher ground if you stay in a flood-prone area 
Dig furrows to divert water away from the home 
Report any blocked drains, intakes and illegal dumping 
Waterproof roofs 
Clear gutters, downpipes and furrows 
Remove dead branches from trees 
Secure furniture against the wind 
5.4.3 Behavioural factors influencing flood warning response 
Flood-risk and flood warning perceptions 
Flooding is avoidable: CoCT Officials interviewed from the Roads and Stormwater Department were 
of the opinion that the locations of Kosovo and Masiphumelele informal settlements are unsuitable 
for human settlement. This is due to their location adjacent to and partially within a wetland system. 
Furthermore, they believe it should not flood as much as it does considering the amount of rain that 
falls during the winter months. Flooding is therefore largely attributed to conditions of poverty, and 
poor urban planning and construction standards. 
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Simplicity of technical solutions: Attending to technical problems in flood-affected settlements is 
considered a simpler solution than taking on board solutions perceived as socially and politically 
sensitive in nature. Technical solutions include provision of storm water drains, clearing silt and 
debris from underground systems, stormwater catch pits, retention ponds and water channels, and 
ensuring effective and frequent waste collection prior to the winter rainfall season. City Officials 
have found great difficulty in empowering flood-prone residents due to local power struggles and 
political issues, often resulting in people sabotaging each other's projects. 
Futility of EWS: CoCT Officials interviewed, particularly from the CoCT DRMC, were of the opinion 
that weather warnings are likely to go unnoticed by flood-prone residents, due to more pressing 
daily priorities and struggles of informal settlement residents. They also noted that residents did not 
value assistance in adapting to and coping with flooding. They emphasised residents' preferences for 
securing a long promised solution of a house. 
Housing solution: CoCT Officials also believe flooding can only be solved through the provision of 
low-cost serviced houses. Current flood-risk management measures in informal settlements are 
largely viewed as short-term, reactionary and ineffective, as they do little to address the main issue, 
which is the demand for formal housing. 
Flood-risk management and continuous maintenance of informal settlements is perceived as 
resource-draining and undermining the integrity of the natural environment. City Officials 
interviewed are of the opinion that the two settlements would not have an endangering flood 
profile had it not been for the unplanned settlement of wetlands. 
CoCT Officials noted that more efforts are required for long-term efficient and equitable risk 
management policies, particularly at higher levels of government. In so doing, adequate resources 
will be made available for risk prevention, preparedness and most importantly, for solving the 
problem of the housing crisis. This is perceived as far more sustainable than continually mopping up 
after flood events in informal settlements. However, unfortunately, upper management and political 
role-players are often more interested in quick wins and fixes, and thereby focused on short-term 
solutions. 
Ecological sustainability: CoCT Officials from the Roads and Stormwater Department recognise the 
importance of areas such as wetlands in terms their flood buffering potential and wish to preserve 
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them. Urban encroachment into these areas results in the degradation of the ecological 
environment thereby reducing the quality of water and ensuring loss of other ecological resources 
(De Wit et aI, ND). The CoCT therefore strives to ensure inappropriate building is regulated in high 
flood-risk areas to safeguard community livelihoods, economies and health, while protecting, 
improving and maintaining the natural environment; ultimately ensuring that development and 
building is appropriate to the anticipated degree of flood-risk (CoCT Roads and Stormwater 
Department, 2009). 
Attitudes and response to flood warnings 
Self-reliance of communities: According to the CoCT DRMC, the focus of flood-risk management 
activities is to foster self reliance, where the provision of relief is considered an activity of last resort. 
The CoCT has limited resources for responding to households and individuals exposed to flood-risk, 
and therefore encourage residents to help themselves as best they can. 
Pervasive emphasis on response: CoCT Officials believe management of flood-risk remains focused 
on response, rather than preparedness and prevention. This is in part due to resource constraints. 
Shortages of capacity and resources are also observed in the actual response to floods, particularly 
as multiple areas are affected at the same time when it rains. It is impossible to respond to all 
affected areas due to shortages in staff members, and it is difficult to prioritise areas as each area 
claims their situation to be worse than the next. 
According to the City Officials interviewed, this is further exacerbated by the 'short memories' of 
politicians with regards to disasters, often making funding and resources available for tangible short-
term 'quick-fixes' only. It was suggested that this is done to maintain the perception that local 
government is visibly assisting people within at-risk communities. As a result, many departments are 
frequently underfunded in their endeavours towards long term risk reduction and prevention. 
5.5 Analysis and Consolidation of Risk Communication Findings 
The research findings are summarised in table 8 on page 87. The findings have been structured 
according to factors influencing flood warning processes, and behavioural factors influencing 
response to flood-risk and warnings, from the perspectives of both flood-risk communication 
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stakeholder groups. Stakeholder groups include Officials of the CoCT and informal settlement 
respondents. 
Analysis of findings was conducted for each risk communication stakeholder group, emphasising risk 
communication processes established for each group, and the bearing of such interactions on flood 
warning processes and responses to them. Through interpretation of the findings from both risk 
communication stakeholder groups from both study areas, the risk governance model employed by 
the CoCT was revealed and analysed. 
5.5.1 Officials interviewed from the City of Cape Town 
Official flood-risk assessments have been conducted in the CoCT, considering primarily 
environmental and structural factors that determine flood-prone community's exposure to flood 
hazards. Socio-economic variables however were largely omitted due to limited data and the social 
and political complexities they create. 
Consequently, simple flood-risk solutions designed for and implemented in informal settlements are 
technically oriented, and rely little on the inputs of those living in flood-prone communities. 
Furthermore, due to resource constraints, flood-prone communities are encouraged to help 
themselves where they can. 
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Flood-risk communication and awareness programmes have been developed without consulting 
flood-prone communities. Risk communication is disseminated through the media and flood 
protection brochures, from local government role players to flood-prone residents. This is reflective 
of a top-down uni-directional risk communication process. 
Moreover, City Officials interviewed were of the opinion that flood EWS will be ineffective, due to 
the pressing daily struggles of those living in informal settlements. They also argued that flood-prone 
residents prefer not to adopt measures to better cope with flooding, but instead have long-term 
desires for a formal house. CoCT Officials believe the stabilisation of land and provision of adequate 
housing will solve the problem of flooding, and ensure the conservation of environmental resources. 
5.5.2 Informal settlement respondents 
Flood-prone respondents are frustrated by the extractive nature of risk assessments conducted in 
informal settlements. They feel their needs and priorities are persistently overlooked by local 
government officials. 
Since their needs and priorities are overlooked, informal settlement respondents feel indifferent 
toward flood-risk management measures implemented by local government departments. 
Consequently, flood-risk management measures are poorly maintained and tend to fall into 
disrepair. 
All respondents reported flooding to be threatening to assets based on past observations and 
experiences, however not one reported the threat to human lives. Adjustments made by 
respondents were developed for the protection of the dwelling and all its assets. In addition, 
respondents reported staying at home during a flood event to ensure the protection of their assets. 
Due to the lack of formal flood-risk communication in informal settlements prone to frequently 
occurring floods, respondents have developed their own means of self-communication. These 
include personal observations of environmental cues and personal 'feelings'. 
Since respondents do not perceive flooding as life-threatening, and because they believe flooding 
will occur regardless of the actions they take, respondents indicated indifference toward flood EWS. 
Respondents expressed a preference for local government authorities to invest in provision of 
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formal houses. In addition, respondents indicated their intent to continue living in ecologically 
sensitive areas prone to flooding, due to the convenience of living near employment opportunities, 
shops, and major transport routes. This research also highlights the opportunistic behaviour of 
respondents, linked to the perceived benefit of securing a formal home. 
5.5.3 Interpretation of Risk Governance in the City of Cape Town 
As stated before, risk governance is an implicit element underpinning people-centred approaches to 
EWS, and in particular, transparent risk governance is a pre-condition necessary for effective 
development and implementation of PCEWS. Three models of risk governance, namely technocratic, 
decisionistic and transparent models, define the extent to which vertical and horizontal elements of 
risk governance engage and intersect. Based on the findings above, the risk governance model for 
the CoCT was assessed to better understand the communication and management of risk in the 
CoCT. This is expanded upon below. 
Although it was established that a basic uni-directional flow of risk communication takes place in the 
CoCT, risk governance cannot not be strictly defined as technocratic. Some engagement between 
stakeholders does take place during the assessment, evaluation and management of flood-risk, even 
if not considered as ideal. 
The risk governance model in the CoCT cannot be considered as transparent, particularly as flood-
prone household respondents indicated they felt that their needs are not prioritised, and are 
constantly overlooked. CoCT Officials interviewed acknowledged their limited engagement with 
flood-prone communities due to limited resource and capacities, and the complex political and social 
nature of these communities. As a result, simple hazard focused solutions have been designed to 
meet the immediate needs of flood-prone areas. 
Therefore, based on the above findings, one may conclude that a decisionistic model of risk 
governance is employed by the CoCT, as it exhibits more inclusiveness than a technocratic model, 
and less than that of a transparent model. Scientific (hazard focused) considerations are made 
during risk assessments in flood-prone areas, which inform the design and implementation of flood-
risk solutions. However, CoCT Officials do engage with communities to the extent possible 
considering resource, capacity and time constraints. 
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5.6 Summary 
This chapter has addressed the flood-risk communication context in Kosovo and Masiphumelele 
informal settlements through the consolidation of information derived from both primary and 
secondary sources. 
The socio-demographic characteristics of respondents from each settlement were profiled. The 
factors influencing flood warning processes and responses to flood-risk and warnings were outlined 
and explored, for both informal settlement respondents and local government officials. Findings 
indicate a top-down decisionistic approach to flood-risk management, using a uni-directional 
approach of communicating risk. 
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6.1 Introduction 
CHAPTER SIX 
DISCUSSION 
This final chapter discusses the risk communication findings in relation to prevailing literature on 
flood-risk, flood early warning processes and human behaviour in response to them, drawing on key 
issues highlighted in the study's conceptual framework. 
The chapter begins by discussing urban flood-risk management in the CoCT, giving emphasis to the 
prevailing risk governance model and its implications for flood-risk communication. The realised 
experience of rising floods in informal settlements is also discussed. A description of the rising floods 
in informal settlements is provided; including the adjustments made by informal settlement 
respondents to prepare for and respond to flood-risk, and the attitudes and behaviour of risk 
communication stakeholders towards flood-risk. 
The chapter concludes by highlighting the challenges and requirements, identified by the research 
findings, of implementing people-centred EWS for rising floods in informal settlements. 
6.2 Informal Settlement Flood-Risk Management in the City of Cape Town 
6.2.1 Risk governance 
Transparent risk governance is an implicit precondition underpinning people-centred approaches to 
early warnings, ensuring the application of participatory approaches and interrogation of risk 
knowledge. An inclusive risk governance of this type is reflected in the multi-directional flow of risk 
information, illustrated in the risk communication conceptual framework in figure 32, overleaf. 
However, evidence from this study (summarised in table 8 on page 86) suggests a constrained 
governance approach to managing flood-risk in the CoCT, which provides little room for 
accommodating and facilitating all the elements of a PCEW approach. In particular, this approach is 
shown to discourage collective decision-making between governmental and non-governmental 
stakeholders. In this context, resource and capacity constraints, along with political impetus, within 
the CoCT contribute toward the use of this approach. 
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location, environmental processes and sensitivities, and prevailing weather conditions. As these 
assessment processes involve minimal engagement with flood-affected communities, they generate 
'broad-brush' flood-risk management responses through primarily engineering and technical 
solutions. Moreover, risk assessment processes are not nuanced at the local scale where the 
probability of flood loss might be specifically realised as 'damage to removable property or assets' 
(as indicated in this study). 
6.2.2 Risk communication 
The use of a more decisionistic governance model by the CoCT also has implications for risk 
communication processes between local government officials and informal settlement residents. 
Findings from this research indicate that flood-risk information is largely communicated uni-
directionally, from the media and local government, to flood-prone informal settlement residents. In 
addition, findings indicate that information is disseminated to flood-prone individuals, with limited 
or no direct engagement with representatives of these flood-prone settlements. The risk 
communication findings of this study are therefore consistent with a uni-directional dissemination 
model, which is the outcome of a decisionistic approach to risk governance. 
The research findings therefore suggest a large communication gap between local government 
officials and flood-prone communities. Furthermore, since general warning messages are 
disseminated to the public through a range of forms of media, the quality and quantity of flood-risk 
information received by flood-affected residents varies. In particularly, it varies according to their 
access to communication technology (television, radio or internet) and social networks. 
In the study, respondents also reported that they have developed their own means of self-
communication around severe weather conditions and flooding. These include personal 
observations of environmental flood cues and personal 'feelings'. This converges with literature by 
Parker and Handmer (1998) and Parker et al (2009), suggesting the use of unofficial warnings is due 
to the lack of official warning instrumentation among communities exposed to frequently and 
naturally occurring hazards. Sharma (2003) noted that unofficial warnings based on onsite 
observations generate tight response margins, thereby reducing the opportunity to save household 
property and assets. However, this may not be the case for flood-affected households exposed to 
slow-rising floods. 
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6.3 The Realised Experience of Rising Floods in Informal Settlements 
6.3.1 Informal settlement floods 
Rising floods occur annually in the CoCT, primarily during the winter rainfall months (May - August), 
as reflected in the flood records in appendix 2. Since Kosovo and Masiphumelele are both located on 
or adjacent to marshy wetland areas, flooding is of a slow-rising nature, saturating the soil as the 
high water table rises and breaches the ground surface. This results in upwelling and ponding of 
water. This type of rising flood is consistent with flood processes and conditions in the CoCT's 
informal settlements profiled in section 3.3.3 of this paper. 
Respondents indicate that upwelling occurs inside dwelling structures, as they lack necessary 
foundations and the ground on which they are located is not stabilised. This is further exacerbated 
by sunken floor levels, observed by the researcher, inside dwellings to create more space inside. In 
addition, respondents indicated that the combination of heavy rainfall and blocked drains, due to 
indiscriminate dumping of waste, results in overland flow of water and worsening of flood 
conditions. Research findings also show that poor building materials, used by flood-affected 
respondents to construct dwellings, encourage water seepage and roof leaks, which contribute to 
flood conditions. 
Research findings indicate that respondents from both settlements had experienced at least one 
flood event, and were therefore aware of the threat of rising floods. Although respondents did not 
perceive rising floods in Kosovo and Masiphumelele as life-threatening, findings indicate concern for 
household assets and property. 
6.3.2 Flood preparedness and response adjustment strategies 
According to the study's findings, only minor adjustments were made by respondents to cope with 
the immediate effects of rising floods. Respondents explained that adjustments were made largely 
to ensure the dwelling structure and household assets were not damaged by flood waters. This is 
consistent with Krep's (1984) suggestion that people who do not perceive the severity of a threat as 
significantly life-threatening, will absorb impacts of extreme events with little or no premeditated 
action. He suggested that only creative adjustments are relied upon to meet short and long term 
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needs, which in this case is the need to protect assets and property. This means that the flood-risk, 
from the perspective of informal settlement respondents, is the probability of damage to assets. 
This is further underlined by behaviour of flood-prone respondents in response to appeals to 
evacuate to temporary flood shelters. Many respondents in this study maintained that they chose to 
stay at home to protect their household from looting and theft. In the findings of this study, the 
respondents rated the risk of asset loss due to theft (if they evacuated) as more important than the 
risk of temporary flood-induced hardship (if they remained at home). Furthermore, poor conditions 
in temporary flood shelters discouraged their use. These observations are consistent with common 
evacuation behaviour in the literature by Fischer (1998), Chowdhury et al (1993) and Haque and 
Blair (1992), on the priority over household possessions, and the negative experiences of flood-
victims in the use of temporary shelters, by Chowdhury et al (1993). 
6.3.3 Attitudes and behaviour in response to rising flood-risk 
Research findings indicate that the overall risk governance approach of the CoCT has implications for 
how people perceive and respond to rising flood-risk and flood warnings (represented in the right 
hand quadrant of the conceptual framework on page 92). An advantage of the conceptual 
framework used for this study is that it allows for the identification of both converging and diverging 
attitudes and behaviour of flood-affected respondents and City Officials, which is detailed below. 
Behaviour in response to flood effects 
Ironically, study findings indicate converging opinions between informal settlement residents and 
local government officials. For instance, flood-affected respondents and City Officials interviewed 
indicated use of short-term response measures to manage the immediate effects of flooding, 
thereby catering for the short-term needs of flood-affected households. These included creative 
adjustments described by household respondents to reduce the impact of flooding, and the winter 
flood preparedness activities and flood relief programme activated by local government officials 
each year. The behaviour of informal residents is consistent with De Marchi's (2003) findings, which 
suggest that people with insecure land tenure are less likely to invest in long-term risk reduction 
measures against potential hazards. 
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Attitude towards flood-risk communication and management measures 
Further convergence of opinions by both flood-risk communication groups was identified by the 
study relating to the effectiveness of Iflood protection' brochures. Both groups were of the opinion 
that flood-risk communication and management measures were sub-optimal. For instance, 
respondents either claimed they had never received brochures before, or had found brochures 
'irrelevant' as they did not address the needs and priorities of flood-affected respondents. City 
Officials interviewed also pointed to the failure of these brochures in addressing issues relating to 
flood-risk in informal settlements. 
However, findings also underlined polarised views on the locus of responsibility for seasonal flood-
risk management measures. Household respondents were of the opinion that it is the responsibility 
of local government officials to manage and respond to flood-risk. CoCT Officials though, indicated 
that the CoCT's approach to managing flood-risk in informal settlements is to foster an attitude of 
self-reliance among flood-prone residents. Due to the contradictory nature of these perspectives, 
the impacts of floods are felt by both stakeholders year after year, as residents are recurrently 
affected by floods, and officials continuously respond to flood events. 
Convergence of long-term flood-risk management perspectives 
In this study, both household respondents and City Officials interviewed were of the opinion that the 
long-term solution to flooding in informal settlements would be provision of low-cost informal 
houses. City Officials interviewed argued that informal settlements should not exist in areas like 
Masiphumelele and Kosovo in the first place, as they encourage occupation of ecologically sensitive 
areas prone to natural flooding. An ideal solution posed by City Officials is the relocation of informal 
residents away from ecologically sensitive areas, to safer low-cost formal houses. 
Similarly, the aspiration of many of the informal settlement residents interviewed was to relocate to 
low-cost formal houses. Since housing is a major priority, respondents intimated that flood-affected 
residents deliberately build their dwellings in high flood-risk areas like Masiphumelele and Kosovo. 
Respondents explained that this is done due to an (incorrect) perception that if severely affected by 
floods, they will be provided with a formal house. This type of opportunistic risk-taking behaviour is 
a result of misguided past housing initiatives by the government, partly in an attempt to overcome 
the socio-economic disparities of the apartheid regime. The slow-rising nature of floods, which pose 
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little threat to the lives of informal residents, and the prioritisation of flood-risk management by 
local government during the winter months, provides a platform for this type of risk-taking 
behaviour. 
Risk-taking behaviour of this nature may be considered a unique scenario in the risk context of the 
Co CT. Although in-depth analysis of the literature was undertaken, no behaviour of this type was 
identified in other countries or regions. The only type of risk-taking behaviour (or inaction) identified 
in the literature was behaviour relating to dependence on state welfare, presented by Parker et al 
(2009) and Parker (2008). In these contexts, passive non-responsive behaviour is believed to 
increase levels of risk as people believe they will be physically and financially rescued by authorities. 
Within the CoCT's context, flood-prone residents actively respond to flooding by increasing their risk 
of flooding, to ensure receipt of a formal house. 
6.4 Risk Governance Challenges in Implementing People-Centred Early Warnings for Rising Floods 
in Informal Settlements 
6.4.1 Overview 
Research findings and the preceding discussion above, identified various challenges in meeting the 
requirements of all the elements necessary for developing and implementing PCEWS for rising floods 
in informal settlements. They also foreground the shortcomings in current approaches to 
conceptualising informal settlement flood-risk. Similarly, they underline the immense challenge 
facing the CoCT in minimum service provision requirements, for a large urban population living in 
informal settlements, within a resource constrained environment. These challenges are not only 
underpinned by resource constraints, but by a political imperative for basic service delivery to all 
accessible informal settlements. The risk communication model adapted for this study, in figure 32, 
was instrumental in highlighting the key challenges and constraints for people-centred approaches 
to rising flood early warnings in the Co CT. 
6.4.2 Conceptualisation of urban flood-risk and flood warnings 
Globally, characteristics of a flood hazard and elements of exposure have been used to 
conceptualise conventional flood EWS. In particular, prevailing conceptualisations of flood-risk have 
been primarily driven by conditions of exposure over riverine catchment conditions. Since the 
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literature frequently refers to fatalities and widespread flood damages of people and economic 
assets located in river floodplains, such as in Bangladesh (Chowdhury et aI, 1993 ; De Marchi, 2003; 
Schmuck, 2000), much emphasis has been placed on characteristics of river catchments in the design 
of flood EWS. These include location in a river catchment, depth, duration and velocity (Parker, 
2008; Phaiju et aI, 2010). Consequently, 'conventional' flood EWS have evolved as a vehicle to 
protect individuals who are physically exposed to riverine floods and whose lives may be at-risk. 
However, this study's findings profile exposures associated with urban slow-rising floods, which 
diverges significantly from popular literature on flood-risk and flood early warnings. Much of the 
literature by Parker, Abromovitz, Zschau and Kuppers and Schmuck, to name a few, focuses on 
riverine or flash flooding which are perceived by officials and flood-prone communities as life-
threatening. Slow-rising floods have quite different causal chains and consequences for those 
exposed to them, than those living in flood-risk contexts underpinned by riverine flooding. Flood 
EWS centred on the protection of human lives therefore become less relevant in informal 
settlements such as Masiphumelele and Kosovo. 
The findings therefore foreground key questions about the 'wholesale' transfer of flood EWS 
approaches centred on the protection of human lives. For instance, the examples of PCEWS provided 
in this study, in the Philippines and in Bangladesh, have been developed according to the risk context 
and needs that are locally defined, and cannot necessarily be replicated everywhere. Essentially, 
globally developed flood EWS approaches cannot be implemented without being nuanced to specific 
risk contexts, such as those found in Kosovo and Masiphumelele, where the probability of flood-risk 
is the damage to property and assets. 
Within the CoCT the selection criteria for assessing flood-risk includes location, environmental 
processes and sensitivities and prevailing winter weather conditions. This approach to flood-risk 
indicates a hazard-oriented style of assessing and managing floods. 
Urban flood-risk in the CoCT has therefore been conceptualised in different ways by the different 
government structures, and at the settlement level. The study's findings indicate that flood-risk is 
socially constructed by flood-affected residents, through the prioritisation of assets and property by 
informal residents, based on past experiences and observations of flood events. In addition flood-
risk is driven by prevailing conditions of vulnerability, such as sunken floors inside informal dwellings. 
Various government structures, due to a range of constraints and choices conceptualise flood-risk 
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from a hazard perspective, focusing primarily on conditions of exposure and relying on technical 
solutions to reduce the impact of a flood hazard. 
Therefore, the generic application of EWS in the CoCT does not consider the urban flood-risk context 
of informal settlements in its entirety, nor is it informed by the co-production of flood-risk 
knowledge between all communication stakeholders. A simple decisionistic approach to 
communicating risk is employed, where flood-risk information is disseminated in a uni-directional 
manner from an 'authority' to the 'public' as a whole. 
The research findings therefore call for coherence between flood-risk and flood management, to 
ensure better alignment between the type offlood EWS and the local risk context. 
6.4.3 The City of Cape Town's rudimentary service provision model 
Research findings show that the CoCT is 'doing the best it can' to manage flood-risk, with the limited 
resources and capacity at their disposal. The sheer scale of the flood-risk problem at the metro-level 
requires the application of a decisionistic risk governance model to ensure at least marginal benefits 
of reduced flood losses, given prevailing resource constraints. Thus, even though the services 
provided by the CoCT are rudimentary in nature, it is important to note that they have succeeded in 
significantly reducing the number of flood-affected individuals and households in informal 
settlements over the past decade. Much of the reduction in flood loss is attributed to the significant 
coverage of provision of services by the CoCT's Department of Roads and Stormwater, through pro-
active cleansing operations and drainage system implementation and upgrades. 
In this context, it is possible to interpret the level of service related EWS for severe weather events 
in the CoCT, as rudimentary. Although not optimal, it is however consistent with the CoCT's service 
delivery model of providing basic services over a wide range of informal settlements. The primary 
concern of flood early warnings in the CoCT is to disseminate severe weather and flood-risk 
information to as many people as possible in the most effective, affordable and equitable manner, 
given prevailing resource constraints. 
While an optimal approach to flood EWS would be a commitment to support all four elements of 
PCEWS, and a multi-directional approach to communication, as illustrated in the conceptual 
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framework in figure 32, this inclusive approach falls beyond the scope of the rudimentary service 
delivery model, given prevailing resource constraints. 
6.4.4 Opportunistic risk-taking behaviour 
Household respondents in this study explained that informal residents, living in flood-affected areas 
like Masiphumelele and Kosovo, believed that if they were severely affected by a flood event, the 
likelihood of being provided with a low-cost formal house would increase. This behaviour is 
facilitated by the nature of non-threatening slow-rising floods in informal settlements, and the 
prioritisation of flood-risk by local government during the winter rainfall months. 
This opportunistic behaviour may have adverse implications for the implementation of a flood early 
warning system. Flood EWS within this context may actually trigger or increase risk-taking behaviour 
of informal residents seeking to further their own interests. Thus, flood-prone residents would 
expose themselves further to the risk of flooding, which would put additional strain on the CoCT's 
flood-risk management and response capacity and resources. 
6.5 Implications of Findings for Future People-Centred Flood Early Warnings 
This study has highlighted the numerous challenges of developing and implementing PCEWS in 
flood-prone areas such as Kosovo and Masiphumelele informal settlements. This section seeks to 
address these challenges by suggesting the requirements necessary to strengthen the robustness of 
flood risk management, specifically in terms of future people-centred flood EWS, in the CoCT. 
International Best Practice 
With regards to people-centred early warnings, it is important to follow international best practices 
that will ensure that flood-risk management approaches are kept abreast of contemporary 
knowledge, approaches and methods for managing flood-risk. Examples have been provided within 
this study of how flood EWS have been improved in areas such as Bangladesh and the Philippines 
through the co-production of indigenous and scientific knowledge in all key elements of PCEWS. 
Through close consultation and participation with local flood-prone communities, collective decision 
making throughout the development and implementation of EWS was achieved, which ensured the 
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successful uptake and use of local flood EWS, as well as the empowerment of the communities 
involved. 
Caution however must be exercised to ensure the wholesale of approaches from other countries or 
areas does not take place. Instead, risk contexts must be robustly interrogated to ensure approaches 
are adapted to, yet tailor-made for, specific and or unique risk contexts. Caution also needs to be 
heeded in the term International Best Practice, as it may not necessarily be a best practice in all 
contexts internationally. For instance, PCEWS developed in Bangladesh are developed for a specific 
risk context, and may not be as successful in areas such as Kosovo or Masiphumelele. 
For instance, due to the life-threatening nature of riverine flooding in Bangladesh, flood-prone 
communities are more willing and quicker to act and work together, with authorities, to reduce the 
threat of flooding. This type of threat is different from the slow rising floods experienced in Kosovo 
and Masiphumelele, affecting urban populations with inherent political and social complexities. 
These characteristics affect the level of community cohesiveness, and a community's ability to trust 
and work with authorities. Moreover, the overall risk governance context in Bangladesh, and the 
resources available made for a more conducive environment for genuine community engagement 
and the resultant people-centred approaches to EWS, compared with a more constrained risk 
governance approach in the CoCT. As a result, different and more nuanced approaches are required 
for developing and implementing EWS in different risk contexts. 
Transparent Risk Governance 
The necessary pre-condition for PCEWS is transparent risk governance. Therefore, for a more 
nuanced approach to EWS at the local scale, greater participation and engagement, and collective 
decision-making between the various risk communication stakeholders is required. Furthermore, 
CoCT Officials will be required to move away from hazard-focused interventions, to those 
considering both elements comprising risk, namely conditions of vulnerability and the hazard. 
Community engagement guidelines for all government structures are required to ensure uniform 
and appropriate consultation and participation with people living in flood-prone areas, ensuring use 
of indigenous knowledge, collective decision making and local capacity. The inclusion of flood-prone 
communities in the management of flood-risk should be viewed as a means of improving final 
decision-making, rather than impeding or compromising the decision-making process. 
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Through a transparent risk governance approach, a greater understanding will be acquired of the 
level of flood-risk that community members are prepared to pursue, retain or take, and what levels 
of loss stakeholders are prepared to accept. This will ensure appropriate risk management strategies 
are implemented that take into account and counteract risk taking behaviour. 
In the context of a more transparent risk governance approach, people-centred EWS will be made 
more possible, centring on the needs of those living in flood-prone areas. Since poor informal 
settlement households value their assets and will make creative adjustments to protect them during 
a flood event, flood EWS centred on these needs may be successful and applicable. 
In the CoCT, all these will largely be solved through greater access to resources and capacities, solid 
political commitment, laws and regulations, durable institutional capacities, interactive community 
engagement, and a commitment to long-term flood-risk reduction, rather than the continuous focus 
on short-term solutions. 
6.6 Conclusion 
The aim of this study was to examine the feasibility of flood early warnings for informal settlements 
in the CoCT, by placing particular emphasis on the experiences of flood-affected residents of Kosovo 
and Masiphumelele informal settlements. Through the application of a risk communication 
framework, developed for this study, the experiences of flood-risk communication stakeholders, and 
flood-risk management processes were explored and examined. These flood-risk experiences and 
processes assisted in the identification of the risk communication model used in the CoCT, which in 
itself assisted in identifying the prevailing risk governance approach of the CoCT. Through this 
process, and the greater understanding of the risk governance approach and risk communication 
model, the study was able to determine the feasibility of developing people-centred flood early 
warnings at the local scale in the CoCT's informal settlements. 
The findings of this study suggest that due to a number of challenges in committing to, and ensuring 
the interaction of the elements of PCEWS, highlighted by the conceptual framework for this study, 
future people-centred approaches to flood EWS may be considered impossible or impractical for 
flood-affected informal settlements in the CoCT. 
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The challenges influencing the success of these people-centred EWS include the CoCT's prevailing 
risk governance approach, which fails to facilitate meaningful participation and collaborative 
decision-making between all risk communication stakeholders. This is reflected by findings that 
indicate a uni-directional communication of risk information, which is not consistent with the risk 
communication framework for this study. 
In addition, because of the specific nature of the slow-rising flood hazard, affected individuals rarely 
perceive flooding as life-threatening. This makes flood EWS centred on the protection of lives 
illogical and less effective. Furthermore, conventionally conceptualised flood EWS may inadvertently 
increase risk-taking behaviour if implemented in settlements exposed to slow-rising floods, due to 
prevailing perceptions of receiving a low-cost formal house if severely impacted by a flood. 
The necessary pre-condition for PCEWS is transparent risk governance. In the CoCT, this will largely 
be made possible through greater access to resources and capacities, and a commitment to long-
term risk reduction, rather than the focus on short-term hazard focused solutions. 
A greater understanding is required of the level of flood-risk that flood-prone community members 
are prepared to pursue, retain or take, and what levels of loss stakeholders are prepared to accept, 
to ensure appropriate risk management strategies are implemented. 
Given a transparent risk governance approach, people-centred EWS may be more successful if 
centred on flood-prone residents' need to protect household assets from slow rising flood hazards. 
Evidence based on the findings of this study indicates that a decisionistic risk governance model at a 
metro-scale is effective in addressing the level of the flood-risk problem in the CoCT. It ensures the 
successful reduction of flood losses through the delivery of basic services over a range of informal 
settlements. In this context, the CoCT is able to provide an accessible, affordable flood early warning 
service at a metro-scale to a range of flood-affected individuals, households and communities. 
Although this governance approach may be effective under the circumstances mentioned above, it 
has shortcomings when applied on a local scale. To this extent the approach is not sufficiently 
nuanced to cater for specific flood-risk issues at that scale. The fallback lies in the difficulty in 
designing and implementing appropriate flood EWS, specifically using contemporary people-centred 
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approaches. This being a fundamental aspect in developing EWS for informal settlements such as 
Masiphumelele and Kosovo. 
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APPENDICES 
Appendix 1: South African national progression of thought and legislative change in 
approaches to managing disaster risk 
In South Africa, three major shifts in the thinking around the safety of civil society have occurred 
{Van Niekerk, 200S}. The first began in 1966 with the promulgation of the Civil Defence Act 39 of 
1966, and the institution of a Directorate Civil Defence, which remained a function of national 
government {Ibid}. Due to inherent weaknesses, the Civil Defence Act was revoked and replaced by 
the Civil Protection Act 67 of 1977, which promoted civil defence at all levels of government {Ibid}. 
By 1990 all references to civil defence were revised to read 'civil protection' to acknowledge growing 
awareness that disaster impacts could be minimised through the introduction of preparedness 
programmes, particularly at the local level {Ibid}. 
Eventually the destructive floods on the Cape Flats in June of 1994 highlighted the inadequacies of 
the Civil Protection Act and profiled the urgency for legislature reform within the disaster 
management realm {South Africa, 200S}. The floods acted as a catalyst in the final paradigm shift 
that resulted in the promulgation of the National Disaster Management Act {NDMA} 57 of 2002 on 
the 15th of January 2003 {Ibid; Van Niekerk, 2005}. The new act ensures approaches to disaster 
management are holistic and closely linked to developmental initiatives at all levels of government 
{Van Niekerk, 200S}. 
The National Disaster Management Framework {NDMF} was published in May of 2005 as a legal 
instrument to ensure consistency across multiple interest groups through a transparent and 
inclusive policy on disaster management {South Africa, 2005}. The NDMF comprises four key 
performance areas {KPAs} and three enablers responsible for achieving the objectives outlined in the 
KPAs {Ibid}. 
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Append ix Z: Flood record , for t he City of Cape Town, , ourced from DRMC', f lood record, 
a nd incident log' 
Tab le 1: Floods re ported for the C"pe Pe ni nsu l" "Ike! in); inlornlJI wlLl enlenl~ for yea rs 1994 - 2005 
DISASTER FLOOO PERSONS FOOD STARTER SANO 
... " 
DEClARAnON EVACUATED HRUcrUR£S VlcnMS SHElTER SHELTERED PARC EL MEALS BlANKET S MATTRESSES KITS TRUCK 
_ ~94/05/26-2 7 , , 
"''' 
-994/05/15-20 , '00 " 00 0 ,=c 
~'J4/0 b/2G -27 , 
" 
","0 '=0 
. 994/07/22-25 , ,= 1CQJOO 250000 3000 RC 100:J RC 
~94/ 01:l/13 -1 ~ , 
" 
w ,COO 
995/ 06 /08-0~ , ; 00 ;00 ;000 
997/ 06/22 24 , WOO ","00 2000 RC 60:J RC 
997/06/16-28 , WOO 10000 1000 RC 200 RC 
't9~/O'J/ll-12 , '00 ,= ;= 300a RC 800 RC;:.JM " 
199650 14551 Hc)I, 
I-'DI, IV" M, SA NlF; 
004/ 08 /0 5-11 , 21000 ,= '00= 7 X H~ I I., 1273 19 1 I-'DI SAN;:; ~C 
"' 
m 1015 en 
" 
005/08/17-21 ~ '00 ,= 1000 HVI 400 CeT 60 
005/08/25-30 , ;00 ,= ,= 1500 HOI 500 HDI 40C CCI eo 
'" 
Red Cross; M . Mustada[in, HOi , SANZF ; cer CoCT Hou.,ingj 
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r"b Ie 2; Fluuds reported for C~pe Town ~flecting i nfo rm~1 se tt lements for the ye ~ rs 2001 - 2005 
[){§AST£II. FLOO D PE~SO I'4S moo STARTE~ 
" 
I)(ClAIlATtOH ( VACUATED STRUCTUft ES VICTI MS SHnTt~ SHHTtU D ~ARCEL MEAlS BLAIIIKfTS 
." 
Cummunity 
2001/07/04-24 , 668 ,COO Centre. ;;00 
2oo4/0~/16 , 
'" 
"00 '000 400 CCT 
12HOO 
2005/4/10-11 , «00 ", 
'''" 
Hl)I; RC 37(;0 HDI, RC 500 cn 
lost City 1'>600 
2005/6/7 8 , '00 noo ;000 Community H,II I '00 HID; RC 6200 HDI 600 CCT 
2598 HDI; 
2005/6/14-20 , ' 00 2325 r;H~3 100 HDI 5ANZF; !111 , RC 2142 eCT 
'" 
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Appendix 3: Key challenges posed by housing and tenure and service delivery in informal 
settlements in the CoCT 
Housing and Tenure 
An essential basic human right protected by the South African constitution is adequate formal 
housing (DAG, 2006). However, partly due to our colonial and apartheid legacy, the majority of 
South African citizens live in unhealthy and unsafe conditions where they lack access to basic 
services (Ibid). Furthermore, the highly unequal land market as a result of the 1913 land Act and the 
Group Areas Act, has not allowed opportunity for the participation of the poor, thereby contributing 
towards poverty, inequality and landlessness (Ibid). 
According to Cross (2006), South Africa's demography of urbanisation is becoming a race for 
housing. In 2009 in the CoCT alone, there were 300000 applicants on the housing database, and 
approximately 100000 others requiring housing not even registered yet (Malnick and Bramford, 
2009). However, according to Bouchard et 01 (2007), the national and provincial governments 
provides the CoCT only enough subsidies to provide for between 6 000 and 7 000 housing 
opportunities per year, a far cry from meeting the growing demand for housing (Ibid). Consequently, 
urbanisation is increasingly taking the form of informality, with tenure insecurity a central 
characteristic of informal settlements, featuring unsanitary and hazardous living conditions, 
overcrowding and lack of basic services (DAG, 2006; Huchzermeyer et aI, 2006). 
Ideally, the CoCT would prefer to relocate the 120000 or so dwellings located in informal 
settlements to areas not prone to flooding (Bouchard et aI, 2007). However due to lack of funding 
and housing subsidies and continuous urbanisation, it is an impossible task to accommodate every 
informal resident with a formal house (Ibid). In addition, the CoCT must allocate funding to aid in the 
relief of disaster victims affected by hazards such as floods and fire in growing informal settlements, 
with the assistance of volunteer agencies (Ibid). 
Institutional shortcomings in local governance (Cross, 2006), inadequate subsidised housing, 
constant in-migration of families, and the demands and needs of informal residents maintain a 
threat of conflict between informal residents and local government. Realised conflict over access to 
benefits of housing and services delivery has often erupted in low income communities in South 
Africa (Ibid). Street protests often follow a flood or fire disaster with informal residents protesting 
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over tile pJr"ly, i, iro tile pruvi,ioro of promi\ed lI ou\ illg Jrod , ervice delivery (Ibid), ror e,,,rnp le, in 
Jun e 2007, re,ident ' of Phi lipp i burnt tyrc s J~d tllrew ru bbish bins "n{[ bucket toilets ill ,treet" 
{!clnilndinG to be moved to other VJ"""t I"nd J S their informJ I scttlement has becn flo oded 
followine hc,,"y r"im (Oooch",,[, 2007), Tile im"Gc, below illu ,trclte ",,,,ice delivery protes\., in 
MJ,iphumelele in Au~u't of 2010, 
150urc~' W\vw.iol.co .la) 
Se",ice Del ivery 
The South IItrican Government have, si nce 1994, attempted to eliminate inlorma l _,e ttlement, by 
relocat ing re_,idents to formal hom ing (Graham, 2(}{)(,)_ Howeve r, offic ial., of the Western [ape soon 
rea li.,ed th.t prov is ion 01 subsid i .... d forma l hOLL,ing cannot e lim inate the housing backlog or do 
away with informal _,ettlements in the [oCT (Ib id)_ Since inlorma l sett lement residents and 
communitie_, need .cce_,_, to she lter, serv ices, essent i. 1 _mdal faci lities .nd income gpnerat in g 
opportunities (5mit, 2()x'1, In 2005 the fi"t Informa l Settlement Upgrad ing Programme in South 
IIflica w.s annollnced for tile prob lem 01 Growin ~ inform,,1 sett lement, (DIIG, 200b) _ [he new 
programme .rGues the maximiscltion of what is .I ready in place, bu ild ing on the creativity and 
cap ita l inve,tment of poor communitie, and thp importance of incre.sing p~ople's sen .... of 
belo l>ging and owneLshi p (Ibid I 
AccordinG to Smit (2006) , servicin~ of infonn"1 settlements includes the prov ision of rud iment,,,y 
services soch oS one toi let fo r every four Or five househo ld s, com rnun" 1 st,mdpipe, with in 2ron of 
" II dwell inG' ond fire hy dront, with in 150m of "II dwel liIlG" For tho,e ,ett lement, considered 
suit"ble fo r Fu rth e r uPGr"d in~, ,tabilised Nrth ro"d" lined ,torn>w"ter dr"in"Gc "h ~ro nel, "nd "reo 
liGhtinG i, prov ided (Ib id), 
m 
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Unfortunately though, officials of the CoCT have faced challenges in interpreting and implementing 
the new informal settlement upgrading policy, particularly due to the lack of a suitable policy 
instrument and political opposition (DAG, 2006; Graham, 2006). As a result, the CoCT has generally 
undertaken ad hoc servicing initiatives, largely in response to frequent informal settlement fires and 
flooding (Graham, 2006). 
In particular, political pressure has undermined the delivery of services in informal settlements. On 
the 26th of May 2004, the CoCT Mayor pledged that all informal settlements in the CoCT would be 
serviced by 30 June 2004 (Graham, 2006). This announcement was made without consulting officials 
responsible for service implementation and delivery, and due to the small time frame provided, 
officials were unable to consult with communities living in informal settlements (Ibid). Official 
provided absolute basic minimum level of service to over 90% of accessible settlements (Ibid). In the 
process, officials faced many challenges including accessing resources and conflict between officials 
and communities over levels of service and location of services, largely due to lack of consultation 
(Ibid). 
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App~ndix 4: D~tails for s~v~r~ w~ath~r ~ar ly warning systems in th~ CoCT 
F;j rly IN;j rnin g' for <~v~ re w~ath~ r ~v~nt' ;j r ~ divided up into calpgori~' ;jCCO rding 10 Ih~ tim ing, and 
l ~v~ 1 ofpr~p;jrpdn~s< mp~,urp, on~ i< reqLJ,,~d to tJke in r~<ponsp \O;j pO l ~nli;j1 h;jlilrd, CJI~~ori~; 
inclLJde;jn 'Advi<;or(, 'W;jlch' ;jnd 'WJrning', out l in~ d in tJbl~ 3. Accompilnying In illert cat~gory i, 
o colour cod~d syqem Ih;jt ind ieJte' Ih~ ;jl~rt I~ve l , of th~ ~"riou, eorly wJrn i n~ cJt~gories, ilnd is 
intended for grJphiCJI displilY, on In e"r ly wilrnin~ milp of South Africa, refer to toble 4. Tobie 5 Ii;!, 
Ill e I~ild lirne req u ir~men(; fo r sevN~ w~illhN eve nls ilnd J%ociol~d wlour coded il le rl cil l~~orie ;, 
T;jble 3' FMly W~"'ing C~!~gori~' 
. 1 I' rl .. 
I n 
" 
Val id in 1 10 3 day PNiod. 
"Tipd to thp oiNt category i, thp jorNastpr conjidpncp 
Cunfidence 
Tab le 4; Culuu r Cod ing System 
w~ath~r i, 
~xp~cte(1 
w~athe r (ond it ion s adv~"~we;jther to hJppen, o r 
will 0« LJ r co ndil ion, wi ll o<;cur ;j Ir~;jdy h;j pp~ni ng 
hi~1l >2IJ% >40% high >20% >40% 
d;jm~~~ to 
infrJ<truc!ure ;jnd 
'ome dilrnoge to 
infrilsrru<;ture ilnd 
'" 
dilm~ge to 
infril,rruc!ure ilnd 
10 h;jpp~n , or 
;j 1 (~Mly h;jP P"nitlg 
> &0% >80% 
di,ruptiOll Jnd 
dJrnJ ge of 
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Advice 
10c,1 disruption , 
d,ngerolJ s to 
peop le ~nd sm~1 1 
conHnunilies 
Be 'lett .nd listen 
to the I, test 
. weather fore".,t, 
I 
T. ble ,,: Lead Times 01 La rly Wa rni ngs 
Type 
loca l d i "upt i o~, 100J I d i, ru ptio~, 
danGerous to peop le da'lfolcrous to people 
,nd ,m,,1 1 ,, 00 sma ll 
communities communl1le, 
~e vi ~i1ant an d liste n ~e extr" vigi l"nt of 
to t he latest weather d"ngerou , 
torQCil st , cond it i ons~nd listen 
to "dvice giv en by 
jautllo rities 
Time 
~ 
, nfrastr u( ture, very 
dJngc rom to peop le 
and sma ll 
communities 
condIt Ion, "'1d:JlSten 
to ,ldvlce ~ I ven by 
clutilO rlt ,e, 
> 3 day, Advi sory 
2-3 d.ys 
Flood , Ma rit ime 
r 'rn 
ri re, n,sh n oods, M¥it ime, Aviat ion hOUr< 
Fl ood ea rly Warning Tronsm issiol1 Procedure 
tn the ,-a.,e of an approaching seve re weatr., r event SAWS send a short conci ,e grou p sml ~nd or 
email, con ta ining severe wea t her eoriy warning info rmat ion to ~nior rnJ I"gement of CoCT rlRMC, 
the TOe, 00[, Roads and Sto rmw"te r Deportment ",ld other relev~nt role plJY"'rs , The mes,age is 
then relayed to respo"se ,t"ff involved in th e Flood ing and Storms Plan. This ensures di>ilster 
r~.'pome leam, "re on standby city -wide fo r o, tivilt io l1, re"dy t o be de ployed to ,upport diSilste r 
re.'pon<e "nd recovery ope r" t ions. The d i ssern : n~t i on of e¥ly w~rning s vi, , m, is comidere-d too 
expens ive, a nd the refore imprilctie" I for publ ie di ssemi niltio n. 
Up o n receipt of a Severe we other e,,,l y w,,, ning t he DRMC illues ~ press re le,se con t,i ning e. rly 
warning and other relevant info rm"t ion to d"ily newspopers . Th e CoCT rad io stat ions then pick LJP 
the info rmation from the press rele"se, publi,hed in newspa pe r, "nd cont,ct th e DRMC fo r 
inte rview, . Addit iona lly, the DRM C sends eorly w~ rrlings "nd othe r wea th er re i. ted info rmJlkm vi. 
e m" i Is on a week ly bil si, to "II miljo r city services" nd NGOs. 
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L:lKMC field ollicia's rare ly communicate severe weather warnings_ rec eived via sms from SflW ~, 
dire[t ly to informal settlement<, largp ly dup to lac k of infrastruct ure, mpchanism< a nd suppon 
nece»ary to ac[o m pa ny "WS_ 
The mpd ia is conside red th p most effect ivp d istr ihutive 10 rce for <pvere weat he r ear ly war n in g< _ Th p 
di»emination of warnings i, donp pr imarir, through <evpral media types, in[ lud ,,' g n fwsp~pers 
Iprint), radio IHo ~d [a<ts a nd tp lpphonic n·co rd ingl (audio), and teleoj'ion and intpme( Ivi l,,,I) 
flr.cord ing to the CoCT regio na l weather fore[ast in g oll icp, a standardised rele ren[e list of the 
correct and remmme nded wordi ng is used fo r pach type of severe weather war ning_ With rpgards t o 
the structure of an pa rly warning mpssage, ~fI WS follow the gpnera I struct ure outl in ed hy t he Wo rid 
Meteorologica l Orga ni satio n (W MO), wh kh i ncl ude< those outlinpd in Ta hle b 
Ta il ip k Key components of an pa rly warning message 
~ ~ ~ !' Ty"" uf W.mint Adv i"",!, w",c h or 1'1" ", ing 
W~ Idp ntifi es ¥pas that are at risk 
Wilen td ent ilie , onset per iud, dur" ti on und when it will be over 
W .... t luck> 5uBgest ,m" II th i ,,~> one on do t o lessen effects uf Ioaldrd w l, ere poss ible 
- ------- -
-_. 
---- - -------
With rega rds to t h~ th ird requ ireme nt 01 an ~arr, warning me_<_,age, 'w hat t o do' , in th e curr~nI ea rly 
wa rni ng system, a p pro priat~ act io ns accompa nying a m~ssag~ '-, comide ra illy lacking_ 
12(; 
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Appendix 5: Semi-structured Household Questionnaire 
GENERAL PARTICULARS OF THE RESPONDENT 
1. AGE: ______ _ 
2. MALE: D FEMALE: D 
3. HOME~NGUAGE: _______________________ r=======~------------__. 
4. IF ~NGUAGE IS NOT ENGLISH: Do you understand English? Can you read in XHOSA or ENGLISH 
(Circle one or both) 
YES DNOD 
5. HIGHEST LEVEL OF EDUCATION: ___________________ __ 
6. WHEN DID YOU MOVE TO KOSOVO? __________________ _ 
7. WHY DID YOU MOVE TO KOSOVO ___________________ __ 
8. STRUCTURE OF HOUSE: Identify material used for: 
Roof: ______________________________ __ 
Wall: _____________________________ _ 
Floor: _________________________________ __ 
9. DO YOU OWN THE FOLLOWING? 
TV D MOBILE PHONE D RADIO D 
10. IS THE HOUSEHOLD FLOOR BELOW OR ABOVE GROUND LEVEL? (Circle Answer) 
If below, ask WHY ___________________ ---' _________ _ 
RISK UNDERSTANDING AND MANAGEMENT 
11. 
What bad weather conditions affect you most? How do they affect you? 
12. WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING ACTIONS DO YOU TAKE TO PREPARE FOR COMING RAIN, WIND 
AND FLOODS? 
o Move to higher ground D. _____________ _ 
o Raise your floor to above ground level D __________ _ 
o Put cement on floors D 
-------------
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o Dig trenches around your house 0 __________ _ 
o Surround house with sandbags 0, ___________ _ 
o Clear stormwater drains 0 
--------------------
o Waterproof roofs 0, _____________________ _ 
o Secure house against the wind 0 _____________________ _ 
o Stay with friends and family 0, _____________________ _ 
o Stay in a temporary shelter (community hall) 0 ___________ _ 
o Other ______________________________________________________ _ 
13. HAVE YOU EVER BEEN FORCED TO MOVE OUT OF YOUR HOUSE DURING AND OR AFTER HEAVY 
RAINS/FLOODS? YES 0 NO 0 
14. IF 'YES', WHERE DID YOU GO? 
Friends 0 Family 0 Community Hall 0 Other 0 __________________ _ 
15. IF NO, WHAT WERE THE REASONS FOR NOT NEEDING OR WANTING TO GO TO A PLACE OF 
SHELTER? ______________________________________________________ __ 
16. WHY DO YOU BELIEVE YOU ARE AT RISK TO BAD WEATHER? 
WEATHER WARNINGS: 
17. DO YOU KNOW WHAT AN EARLY WARNING IS? (Isilumkiso semoyezulu?) 
18. HOW DO YOU HEAR ABOUT BAD WEATHER OR REALISE THERE IS GOING TO BE BAD WEATHER? 
Look out for indigenous knowledge, how people are sensitive to change. 
19. IF YOU NEED INFORMATION ABOUT DANGEROUS WEATHER AND FLOODING, WHO DO YOU 
CONTACT? _____________________________________________________ __ 
HOW? _________________________________________________________ _ 
AND FORWHAT? _________________________________________________ __ 
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20. DO YOU THINK BEDER EARLY WARNINGS AND PREPAREDNESS ACTIONS ARE NEEDED FOR 
KOSOVO? __________________________________________________ ___ 
21. IF YES, WHAT DO YOU RECOMMEND AND FROM WHOM? ______________________ _ 
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